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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL.
THIRTIETH YEAR,

KERN ACCEPTS BROKERS
NOM NAT ON

MILLON

DOLLARS

GRACEFULLY
FIFTEEN THOUSAND HEAR

Enthusiastic
by

the

Hi Morning JournHl Nperliil

Brown & Co,, Who Conducted

Bewildering Campaign Saturday, Announce Suspension;
Wall Street Fears Worse,

Trust

Bryan Talks on
Problem.

ful';

I

SENSATIONAL TRADING

Faith-

Leaned Hire

I

By

Morning

Journal

pretal

Wlri

Indianapolis, Ind., Aug. 25. John
New York, Aug. 25. The failure at
candidate the big brokerage firm of A. O. Brown
Worth Kern, democratic
notified formfor vice preside n i,
& Co., for a sum popularly estimated
ally today of his nomination by the as running well above J 1,000, 000, sent
and a nervous thrill through the stock
national convention at Deliver,
accepted the honor In a speech de- market today. Coming as a climax
livered to the 15,000 people In the to the bewildering trading in last Satcoliseum at the state fair grounds. urday's market, the Suspension
creThe notification speech wah made by ated an extraordinary degree of pubCalifornia, lic interest, but was looked upon by
Theodore A. Bell of
chairman of the committee selected high stock exchange interests as ofat Denver to officially Inform Mr, fering an early solution of the tangle
Kern. William J. Bryan, candidate Crowing out of the most remarkable
for president, was present and spoke two hOurs session the New York stock
at length on the subject of trusts. exchange has known in many year?.
The meeting was called to order by
While there was no indication in
Thomas Taggart, member of the na- Wall street this afternoon thnt the
Indiana,
from
who
tional committee
situation created by today's failure
relinquished te gavel to Norman B. could not easily be taken care of, there
Mack of Buffalo, chairman of the was distinctly a feeling of apprehenMr. Mack prenational committee.
sion lest the other firms might unwitsided throughout the meeting.
tingly be drawn into the affair as a
Preceding the notification exercises,
result of the extensive orders scatterMr. Bryan, Mr. Kern, Chairman Mack
through commission houses during
ed
and members of the national congres- Saturday's spectacular proceedings.
sional and notification committee
The transactions of A. O. Brown &
had a conference at the Dennison Co, covered
nearly 75 per cent of the
hotel were luncheon was served and trading
In the sensational
Week f"111'
was
through
party
driven
the entire
market,
and It
session
nf'thc
stock
the principle streets of the city to was
stated officially by a member of
th, fair grounds. Following the meet- delivery had
Ing, Mr. and Mrs. Kern ententained the firm today that tin'
been made on only 275,000 of the more
Mr. Bryan and the visiting demo
7(ia, "00 shan s
handled. How
cratic leaders at the country club for than
many ol the outstanding shares rep
tonight
over
left
Bryan
Mr.
dinner.
the dealings of customers and
the Vandalia railroad for Salem, III., resentmany
were carried on th"
where tomorrow he will speak at his how
birthplace and will go from there to account it was Impossible to lea
A d' finite statement
of the a
Topcka, Kan., and then to Lincoln,
was pro
suspended
of
the
house
tonight
Mack
Neb.
Chairman
left
by E
5 o'clock this afternoon
at
for Washington City.
Twenty members of the notification Buchanan, a managing partner, but
Buchanan stated that
committee represented as many states 6 o'clock Mr.
furl lor with frieni
at the meeting. Special trains on the i desired to eon-li- lt
an
railroad and traction lim s brought before making an authoritative
lile crowds" here and 500 street cars houht'einciit.
The afternoon was filled with ruwere used to transport the people to
and from the fair grounds. The day mors as to various outside sources that
was Ideal, crowds lined the streets may have been responsible for the
and Mr. Bryan was greeted with a 00 urea of th firm in Saturday's marcontinuous wave of applause as he ket when the total sales recorded on
the floor of the exchange for the two
passed.
At the Coliseum the speakers, es- hours of trading amounted to more
pecially Mr. Bryan and Mr. Kern, than l.loa.oiio shares, as against one
were given enthusiastic demons! ra- third of a million during the full five
tions, the Bryan demonstration last- hours' session of .Monday, but moat
during which of these rumors were dissipated. Mr.
ing several minutes,
men stood and threw their hats In Buchanan himself announced positivethe air In their effoVt to express their ly that the firm had had no relations
T. R. Marshall, democratic whatever with Thomas l.awson.
welcome.
Announcement of the failure was
candidate for governor of Indiana,
briefly
and was warmly rpadc on the stock exchange at 1:35
spoke
p. m., when the market was ranging
cheered.
to 3 points higher than the
Mr. Kern's pajeen was in part a re- from
ply to the speech of acceptance by closing of yest" rday. There had been
the morning
Mr. Sherman delivered at Ctlca, N. heavy buying dining
Y.,
republican candidate for vtre hours, presumably on the part of
president, lie devoted Rome time to brok'ts attempting to fill the uncovthe question, 'aball the people rule?" ered orders of Sal unlay, and for a
noi prices wore maintained. The mardeprecating what he claimed Is excesket closed heavy and easy, however,
sive power in the hands of he speaker of the house of representatives, at a det line.
A. O. Brown & Co. were members
and denied that the people have ruled
because he said that their will had of the New York stock exchange, New
not been given effect. Hi- charged York cotton exchange. Chicago stock
e exchange, Chicago
board of trade tind
that there Is a power within tie
the Cleveland stock exchange, Tiny
publican party delermlned thai
people shall not rule; which p iwer had branch houses In Chicago, Cleve
In
has. manifested Itself whenever ffort land. I nflalo. Kile and Tonudo
if this city tiny maintained
expensive
Is mad" to cheek destructive worl
unlawful combination, reduce the tar- blanch Office! in four of the fashion-aid- e
iff or equalize burdens by cxrhu nge.
hotels and at two uptown adThe democratic party, lie said, Would dressee, Their principal ollice was lit
draw a sharp line between business :i Broad street, a few doors from the
Stock Exchange building
Within t be
and unlawfully conducted and unlawful business.
last few months the firm had spent
Its I. load
The invocation was pronounced by $75, 000 In refurnishing
.
Rev, Father Francis (lavish, of St. etri at home,
Tin membership of the Arm tnchxt- John's Roman Catholic church, this
l'rown, Lewis (lint'-- r
eil Albert
city.
Mr. Kent's Acceptance Speech,
Young, (lee Stout, Bid Ward r. BuGentlemen at the notification com- chanan, Samuel C. Brewn and W.
mittee:
Rhea Whitman.
For the kindly and courteous manto
Private wires were maintained
ner In which you have conveyed to all principal cities.
0 my
me the official notification
The extensive trading of the linn,
nomination as the democratic candi- It Is believed, was confined largely to
date for vice president of the United New York, despite the fact that the
States, and for the eloquent words houi has made a specialty of westIn ern business. Although organized In
Just spoken by your chairman
your behalf. I thank you one and all. the latter part of Cm:', the firm had
i appreciate
most highly this great come to lake a prominent part in
me by the Hading on the stock exchange fioor.
honr conferred upon
unanimous vote of the representative!
John W. Rhoades, cashier of the
of my party in national convention firm, was named as assignee, with I).
assembled, and I shall strive most W. Nod us counsel.
earnestly to earn a continuation of
When the failure was announced a
the confidence and good will mani member of tin firm said that Us uf- fested by that action. I did not eek f ,,. were in a badly tangled condl-i- s
(his nomination; Indeed, If my own til(1
the result of Saturday's trad
personal desire had be n consulted, ing, and It was thought best to make
received
have
the
would
another
It is underan assignment at one,
upon me by the stood that brokerage firms who were
honor conferred
It
all
prise
I
the iiwsltii'g the delivery of stock from
out solicitation,
more, and accept It, with a full sense A. i. Brown & Co. became impatient
of the burdens and responsibilities. along toward noon today and sent
As a candidate, I shall try to wear word thai they would allow but a few
the honor worthily, anil as faithfully niore hours of grace. All attempts
the duties to secure further delay were futile and
I tan discharge all
a
properly devolving upon me as one the suspension followed.
of your standard bearers, and If electIt wus also said that the banks that
ed, I promise to serve all the people carried the accounts of the house deby
conscientious
the
republic
of the
clined today, because of the unset tied
discharge of the duties of the office. condition In the affairs of the firm,
men
who
I have no thought (that the
further to certify any of Its checka
made up that great convention at one uf the mansgcrs of the house,
Denver nominated me ns their can- when iiuestiomd as to this, dismissed
didate because they believed that I the subject by saying the firm had
had ability or merit superior to that uskyl for no certifications. Less than
possessed by any one of the distin- an
hour before the suspension, and
guished gentlemen whose names were
when efforts were being made to stave
considered In connection with the off
the delivery of unpurchased stocks,
Many
vice presidential nomination.
the firm announced that Its business
(Coullniied on Pngc 7; Column 1.) wus proceeding In orderly fashion and
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1

1

I

-
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that any question as to Its financial
Friends of
standing was ridiculous.
the members of the firm declare tonight that the collapse was due entirely to the closing of Its regular
channels of business by the extraordinary Saturday trading.
A thousand clerks, it was explained,
could not properly enter and transfer
of a million shares
the
handled by the firm on Saturday within the space of lime allowed by the
exchange rulea for making deliveries.
Albert O. Brown, the head of the
firm, was before the stock exchange
governors Monday to explain tardl-neof delivery and it was announced
afterwards that his explanation as to
this feature of the trading had been
accepted. It was further announced
that the governors of the exchange
would appoint a committee of five to
thoroughly inquire Into Saturday's
transactions as a means of restoring
public confidence and would punish
any members who had been guilty of
a Hansgression of the rules. The personnel of this committee had not been
announced when the failure of Brown
& Co. became known, but it was said
the events of the day had in no way
changed the purpose of the governors.
Saturday's trading will long: be remembered in Wall street. With the
opening of the session of the exchange
there was an almost immediate plunge
in the shares of a few active favorites
and In a little while the ordinary units
of sale were raised from 500 and 1,000
share lots to 5,000 and 10.00H shares,
and it seemed for a time as though the
lew brokers participating were playing a game with so many pieces of
paper, In all this wild Hurry of buying and selling of shares whose face
Vglue amounted to millions of dollars,
there was little or no change In the
pilco of the securities so freely handled. Suspicion of manipulation and
of the "matching" of orders was also
urged and there was more satisfaction than surprise when the governors of the exchange met on Monday
to inaugurate an Inquiry.
suspended firm
.Members of the
aily today declared there wus; nothing extraordinary In their trading on
Saturday. The fact that tin- slocks
dealt In showed no great change of
prloe, they declared, bewildered the
followers of the market and brought
about the widespread comment.
three-quarte-
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CRASH AFTERMATH OF

THE FLOOD OF ORATORY

Speakers Given
Demonstration

FAIL

Mr MaM M ett.
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CRM E
Sixteen Stage Coaches Held up
and Robbed by One Lone Man
With Brace of
rs,

JOB YIELDS PERPETRATOR
TEN THOUSAND IN MONEY

fact that he counted on the absolute
lack of armed resistance, made tho
holdup successful. The last holdup
by highwaymen in the park occurred
in 1896.
SCANT PKOSPKCT OK
CAITl KIM; HIGHWAYMAN
ltutte. Mont., A up 25. A special to
the Miner from Lake Hotel. Yellow-

stone Park.

WyO..

rÁFt MAY OPEN

MARKSNEWERA

CAMPAIGN

HARNESS

EN

IN

says:

who yesterday
lone bandit
morning held up sixteen stage coaches

'The

Spring Creek canyon and robbed
persons, has apparently made good
his escape, according to reports received this evening from scouting parties of cavalrymen. The pandit's trail
was followed easily from the scene of
the holdup to a point about four miles
south, where It was lost In a swamp,
the outlaw abandoning his horse at
this ptint and proceeded on foot. Beyond this swamp the trial was found
again after gnat difficulty, as the
man's foot marks left little impressions In the ground. This trail was
followed for a distance of n'oout twelve
miles In a southwesterly direction,
when it was lost altogether In another swamp, and it Is now only a
matter of chance luck of the desperado
being apprehended.
There Is no doubt but that the bandit is headed for the famous Jackeon
Hole country in Wyoming, about forty miles distance from the scene of
the robbery, and with the night ahead
of him, and acquainted with the country, the chances arc slim of his being
captured,
country through
The section
of
which the highwayman is llcelng Is so
rugged and Covered with underbrush
that pursuit on horseback is practically Impossible and the soldiers are
In
120

ILLINOIS
ALLEN WINTER CAPTURES

INVITED TO ATTEND

GREAT AMERICAN DERBY

STATE CONVENTION

Conditions Inaugurated Wade H, Ellis, Who Wrote the
Republican Platform, to Get
on Readvillc Track Prove
Federal Position as Reward
Complete Success; 20,000
For Services,
Witness Inspiring Spectacle,

Novel

Special

.limrnal

By Murnlnn

I.ciimmI

(By Morning Journal Special

Vlr

!ad Wtre

25.
Hot Springs. W. Va.. Aug
Keadvllle. Mass., Aug. 25.- - The well
earned victory of m. n. Ri anion's In- While the announcement cannot be
dianapolis stallion, Allen Winter, at definitely made, Mr. Ta ft today gave
the ReadVllM track today, thereby
Turpin
Dick
Success
Modern
capturing the largest share of the it as bis belicr that Wade H. Kills,
jr.ti.ooo American trotting handicap attorney genera! of Ohio, will accept
fully Eludes Pursuers; Gone
purse from the field of thirty-thre- e
the position as assistant to the attoris believed by many of the ney general to succeed Milton I). Pur-dstarters,
is
Hole
Country
Jackson's
to
20.11011 followers of harness racing who
who has been promoted to a fedBelief,
saw the contest to establish a new
era in the history of the sport and In- eral Judgeship In Minnesota.
This opinion was expressed after a
sure Us rejuvenation In this country.
Morning Journal Special liSSSSd Vlri
I By
The race was novel in Its conditions, conference between Mr. Kills and Mr.
5. The following on foot.
Livingston, Mont., Aug.
which placed the horses at marks Taft here today. Mr. Kills preferred
in
s
the
of
Contrary to expectations the robber from
to
total loss to the pai ÍSellge
mile behind the usual starting point, not to make a statement at this time.
sixteen coaches h,Wl up y Stl rday in up to the time his trail was lost hail
not sought
high mountainous on a handicap based on their previous He came here after a conference with
Yellowstone park by the lone hlgh-a- t country, but the
had skirted along the pci fortnain es. and at the conclusion Attorney General Bonapgrte at Lenox,
$ln,000 foothills. The Jackson Hole country it appeared to be the general opinion Mass..
wayman Is now ei timated
and said thnt ho had entirely
for horse of a!! who saw the two preliminary recovered his health. He was offered
in money and an equal value In Is a favorite rendezvous
thieves, because of Its remoteness from heats and the grand llnale that this the position shortly after the Chicago
watches and jewelry.
:ysl, m of racing would be popular in convention.
The robber has not been appro-an- d civilization and abundance of game.
The sack used by the holdup in the future.
a
Optimistic political Information was
hended, although Major Allen
It wa.s the first race in which Allen brought to Mr. Taft from several
li tachment of soldiers
and scouts which the tourists were compelled tt
have been out on the trail all night. drop their valuables was found in the Winter had trotted this year, and Urn sources today. Though he particiThe chances for his escape an good, brush today, several hundred yards McPonald, his driver, sized up the pated In several conferences, none of
them, he said, was at his initiative.
the point at which the h aldup oc- from the scene of the robbery, to field in the two preliminary heats.
In the llrst he watched sixteen Senator Albert J. Hopkins of Illinois,
aurred Is near the Jacks a's Hole ci ther with the, empty pOcketbOOkl of
horses, placed at marks from 1,320 to who has been In Washington to atcountry, famous as a refuge for erim-th- the victims.
All efforts to learn the Identity lf. 1,720 feet behind the usual starting tend the meeting of the bureaus compint
Is and is poached from
inn
Hese bud Reservation to is- Opened,
the park by several different routes. those losing any considerable amount line, sweep once and a quarter round mittee on the Joint tariff commission,
Washington. D. 0., Aug. 25. The of The
o
wanted Mr. Taft to be present Seprtory of the holdup which has In the robbery failed, the Lake hotel the track to a grand Rajah, with
president has issued a proclamation reached Livingston, the nearest point management together with the YelIn the lead. In the second heat, tember i at the republican state conto
opening
of
settlement
the
officials
the
transportation
for
with his own horse 1,570 feet from vention at Springfield, III., A platthe Northern Pacific railway, to lowstone park company
surplus lands of the Rosebud Indian. on
refusing to the wire and fi.sTo feet to, travel, he form Is to be adopted at this convenand the W'yllc
is as follows:
park
the
vicvatlon in South Dakota. The
pushed Allen Winter carefully but tion and trustees of the State univerSixteen stage coaches traveling In a give any names whatever of the
'
omprlses about S00.000
urely oast three other horses and sity ruminated.
In turn and tims.
were
halted
each
string
ludes all the land in
kept
ahead of the others, finishing a
If Mr. Taft would attend. Mr. Hopvery
wayman
two
with
high
one
lone
t of that state. Accord - large
good third.
kins said, arrangements
would bo
six shooter WYOMING ROAD AGENT
and business-lik- e
terms of the proclamation
GETS OFF WITH 11,500.
The first heat had been run off at made to open the state campaign at
passengers of
111
be selected by the lot- - relieved the touring
St. Paul, Aug. 25. A special to the a 2:UU gall for tne mile, mil me sec that time. Mr. Taft, however, said it
their money. Jew. try anil watches.
from Helena. Mont., says:
ond was a few seconds slower.
would tie Impossible for him to accept
The smoothness w Ith w hich the . Dispatch
I lie
.sialic I, lulling
im ill v,pm,
Then came the battle for final hon- the invitation ut this time, hut if a
planned
his work showed him
outlaw
TO ISSUE
afeitase.
the
Wvo..
across
land
lust'
ors, and the, money, with sixteen well V'cech-makin- g
tour Jor JWr Taft Is
his business,
Carbon county lines, was' hWld. up to- known trotters in the field, the fásicos, decided upon, Illinois will be Innnn r,nc, im ptimhv to be a uiftMinrh iud , at determination
d) I Jv lyuuiuou in uuiuiu and the coolness and
highwayrobbed by a single
being Sweet Marie. 2:05.
cluded.
with which he executed his plans left day and
his
Through a system of electric bulSenator P. J. MeCtimber, of North
nothing for the sight-seer- s
to do hut man win, received as a reward for
Denver, Aug. 25. A special
to stand if nil deliver. The scene of efforts an amount estimated at f 1,500. lous which ran from each Start! ig Dakota, bringing with him James
organized
fn
Red
being
arc
Posses
of the Denver the holdup
Ing of the
It
was possible for Kennedy, republican national commitjudge to a big bed
particularly
was
well
up each judge to signal when his own teeman from
and Rio Grande company was called
that slate, were also
hoscn for both the natural advan Lodge. Méllese and H,Cody to take
cause of th horrses were Ofl the marks and fueing visitors. Mr. Taft was informed thnt
for Thursday, September 10, in this tage and cover during the robbery and the bandit's trail.
city, to authorise a $1 50,000,1100 bond for the escape which was so success- rough country little hope Is entertainthe right direction, when ail the North Dakota wanted to be Included
for Ills capture, There Is a possi- judges were unanimous, these
Issue to consider the purchase of about ful after the last plundered
bells in any speech-makin- g
Itinerary that
coach bad ed
bility that the man who did this Job rang out automatically and the .leltl might be arranged
fourteen small roads in this state and
en sent on Its way.
for him.
Is
yesterday
held
who
same
man
the
raising
próvida
of
for the
was away. As they turned Into the
Speaking íor his own state as well
Oth and to
From old Faithful inn to Lake Yel
.tl5.00.000 at' once by the Issuaiu u lowstone is nineteen miles through the Up the sixteen Coaches in Yellowstone stretch and rae d under the wire f,.r as for Minnesota, Montuna and South
same the first time It looked like a long pro
of short term gold notes
Dakota. Mr. McCumber prodlcted that
wildest and most deserted parts of park, but this is doubtful. The
The meeting Is lo completo tho the park. It w is In this part of the tactics, however, were followed, the cession and there was
very little very little If any change would he
financial arrangements connected with road that the high wayman chose his passengers and driver being compell- change in position,
found in the electoral votes. It had
ed at the muzzle of a rllle to deposit
tie consolidation of the Could lines in imbush,
At the quarter pole Kim drew om been demonstrated, he said, that state
a
point
tho
mar
a trille, while the entire field
Colorado ami Utah.
till Issues and local differences
in the
Four miles south, old faithful road their valuables at
The bonds will be dated August 1, weeps a chai and straight stretoh for road and they were afterwards gath- seemed well strung out. At the three- - parly had little If any effect on the
up by the desperado. The banIMS, and will mature on August 1, mother half mile
eighths the horses began to hunch up national situation.
by ered
unobstructed
dit Is dewerobed as a man of medium and there MeUted to be four divisions
li55. The rate of interest to he paid turns or dips.
Senator Hopkins, who is chairman,
typical cowboy with Kim out ahead and Sweet Marie of a subcommittee of the tariff comsize and attired In
at
on the bonds will be determined
The road at this point Is narrow,
coming up last on the outside of th mission having to do with the schuN
the me, ling.
being bounded on one side by a high outfit.
The aockboldets will also consider cliff and on the other by a deep
ules on articles of Import which cOme
last hunch.
and act upon i he question of issuing gulch. It Was at the turn that the Ml KhL REWARD OFFERED BY
The slow horses up ahead were tir- In competition with American manut.o I li s MENT TOR ROBBER. ing fast and the fast horses were com- facturers, said ho would call his comgold m toa of ttie company, convert
robbery occurred. An the first coin h
Washington, Aug. 25. A telegram ing up strong. The field swept urou 1 mittee Into action soon. The tariff,
Is, to the
hie into Hrsl mortgage b
Wheeled carefully around the sharp
minimi of $15.0110.111111 to run for three point a roughly dressed man dropped giving an outline of the facts regard- the turn Into the stretch like a Unman he believed, would develop Into the
m;iis from August I of this ear, with into the ruad beside the wheel team, ing the stag, holdup in Yellowstone chariot race, with three teams abrea.d chief Issue of the campaign.
It was
an option for extending them for live a bandana handkerchief covering his park yesterday was received by the and twelve horses lined up for a also his opinion that the revision to
yean from date of maturity. These face below the eves, and two heavy interior department today from (!en-sr- grand dash of an eighth of a mile to be enacted nt a special session of conYoung, superintendent
of the the wire. At that point It seemed any gress would result In the reduction of
holes an to lie secured by bonds.
Colts looking like Krupp cannon met
nark.
body's race, but 200 yards from tho many schedules, and the adoption of
e
of
the beatartled
the driver and
It was said that it was the first holdMontana Candidate Withdrew,
finish McDonald shot Alien Winter a maximum and minimum tariff which
passengers. Th curt command to
y
Aug. 25. William hnlt and climb down was promptly up in the park In eighteen years.
Helena. Mont.,
out of the bunch and urging the. big would Include In the latter class a
Qatfleld is away.
His secre- stallion along at the top of his ,sp, d, sufficient number of articles to make
Lindsay, one of the leading candidal' , complied wilh.
The stop was made. tary,
J. (i. Parker, pointed Ogt that drew awuy rapidly and won by five this method of dealing with foreign
lor th republican nomination for gov- as was noted by an observant
tourernor, today announced bis withdrawal ist, so that the back w heel just touch- the victims' of the robbery could not lengths.
The next ton horses came nations much more effective than
He Is a resident of ed a small log fastened across the bold the government responsible In under the wire In a hunch and the the present Dlngley act. Mr. Hopkins
fmm the race.
Qlendlve and beaded the ticket four load This Btopped the coach In such any way. The department of justice, Judges were nearly ten minutes in ar- believes the republican national and
years ago.
state tickets will be successful In
a manner that all bul the rear wheels has offered a reward of j:t00 for the riving at the conclusions.
to the extent of 100,000 majority.
There had been no question, how
were hidden by a rocky point. The apprehension of the robber.
although
he concedes that Mr. Oom-per- s
Mcever,
to
as
as
Allen
Winter,
and
ngers
they
pa
as
driver and
descend
may turn some labor votes to
Donald came back he was lifted from
ed stepped down out of sight of th
DENVER POLICEMAN following coaches, the occupants of
the sulky and carried up the track on Bryan.
"Hut," added Senator Hopkins, "my
the shoulders of his shouting admirwhich su: pecle.l that nothing but an
opinion Is thnt Rryan's record as a
ers.
ordinary stoo b id been made to view
It was found thai Prlnco C. had free trader will more than offset the
the wonderful cenery, ESsch coach at
ei lured s, n,l money and San Fran- votes he will get from rjompors.
MURDERED
this turn halted and slowly one at a
FALLING WALL
cisco third money, (leers, who drove Rryan's public career Is limited te his
time swung around the corner to face
Teasel, und Andrews, behind Sweet four years' membership In the house
the robber's gun
Marie, were beaten about fifty feet by of representatives, where he was a
m. ied of the bandit
At the curt
member of the ways and means comthe place winner Summury:
the trembling passengers promptly
Posses Scour Country for Sup- Stepped
American trotting Derby handicup, mittee that repealed the McKlnb-- tar.
down anil disgorged. Kach Eifiht
Men
Killed Outright, pUtae
the
150,000 Flrrt preliminary heat: Iff law and substituted
were slrl
posed Bui Alar Who Shot coach and Its passengers
h .
Jgdh Kay, Oormnn free trade moasaic
to
of vuluahli s, were ordered
Score Hurt, Some Fatally, at Bervakle won In 2:14
paralysed labor until at the end of
Composer,
Teasel,
Locust
DeWltt.
trot,
to
move
on
which
command
at
a
Down Officer Sent to Arrest
Jack, Ralph Wick. Daniel. Rononia, this period, Mr. Gompers said In his
Chelsea, Massachusetts,
was added the caution to the passenannual report to the Federation of
Husottc, Huron,
Klnslress. Invade
Him,
gers not to turn and try any "funny
bor that It was the darkest period
business," as they would he In sight 111. Mnrnlng Jmtrnnl Hueclal rested Wlrs.l (mid. Milan. Cintel and Margaret u
labor had known In generaRUM started.
was
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The Snnla Ce Hallway Company has here the largest terminal yards on It system from Chicago to California which with an elegant Harrcy Earing House, a commodious dcot, mall and express office; roundhooea
for eighteen stalls; tracks to accommodate i.usti cure. The lots offered for sale adjoin the depot grounds and Harvey Eating House; streets graded, sidewalk laid out; shade treets,
CASH : BALANCE ON NOTE AM) MORTOAOE PROM ONE TO TWO YEAHK AT H PER CENT INTEHEST; TITLE PERFECT, WARRANTY DEEDS UIVEN
THE "KICKS OF LOTH ARE LOW: TERMS EASY,
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Located on the Belen

THE BELEN TOWNSITE AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY OWNS THE BELEN TO WNSITE
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS 25X140 FT. WIDE AVENUES AND STREETS
Helen, New Mexico, lies in the valley of the Itlo Orando. It has fine hade trees and n beautiful bike, School Houses, Churches, a Commercial Clnh. Mercantile Storea if all olaasea. I'ntrnt Holler Mi lit. a Winery, die
n v II nel Ht ten, with all modem improvements: restaurant.
Brick Yard, two Lumber Yards, etc. etc, etc
LIMITED, EXPRESS, MAIL AND
ALL FAST
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT, WINE, BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
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Everywhere throughout the store new things for autumn are crowding to the front, and we
safely promise that from this time forward there will be pleasant daily surprises to greet visitors, and all are welcome to enjoy the fascinating unfolding. FEEL AT HOME at any and at
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The series of daily sales during the present month have proven to be a great success, and for the coming week THE ECONOMIST affords a double attraction. Clearance of Summer Goods and opening of new arrivals. The last week of our daily
sales will see still greater cuts in. all lines of summer goods, and all merchandise offered on soccial sale for any day during
the month of August shall go at the sale price or less during the coming week. There still remains a good assortment to
choose from, and affords the shrewd buyer an opportunity for PROFITABLE INVESTMENT.
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J. A. Skinner MWION

i
I

this

MILLION
TO EXTEND LINES INTO

FOR

THE FAR NORTHWEST
Thii teen Hoodoo Fails of Its

Canning
PRICES ARE THE
LOWEST AND THE

J. A. Skinner
GROCERIES

!!

If you

have not tried

Our Delicious
Ice Cream
you should

order a

OUT OF TOWN ORDERS
PROMPTLY

FILLED.

The Matthew Dairy
610 North 3rd Street.
Office Phone 420. Farm
PlM.no 1097.

If rackerS
Just

Received
FULL LINE
National
Cracker
Company's

Products

IImmIuI

rurrrhpunilrnr

lornlnc Journal. 1

Spokane. Wash., Aug. 24. One
hundred million dollars. It in announced In Spoka ne. will be eznend.
led by the Chicago, Burlingt n andQulncy Railroad company in xtend- ing its system Into the north Paeitic
MH country'
The company recently authorized a bond Issue of $590,- 00.000. the largest In the history of
American railroads, and It comeB
from unquestioned sources that fully
of that amount Is to be.
used In extending
Its lines from
Montana through Idaho and Wash-- !
ington to tidewater.
There are some
who be) leva that Jamas J. Hill, who
catroa the Hurlington, w ill ulso enter the liarriniun territory in Oregon
Mid California, but this Is not g.n-- .
erally credited However, the report
'of the extension of the system shows
lh.it the degree of confidence the rail- -'
mail builders h.ive in the resources
land future of this rich and only parir
ly developed country and that this
Is to be expressed in liig undcr-- j
takings.
There are more miles of
railroad under construction mu projected in Washington than In any
other state in the union, the total
reaching 2.r.00 miles.
while Idaho.
Montana, Oregon and British Coluro-- ;
bin also show enormous gains In
trackage,
Six lines arc now being
pushed through w hat is known as the
Inland Empire to Puget Sound and
the west coast.
Tile Thirteen Hoodoo.
One of the strangest coincidence
' in
the history of real estate dealers
In Spokane has Just become a mat-- I
ler of record In the office of the au-- .
"litor oi Spokane county.
Thirteen
is prominent
throughout the trana
action, bul k. Frank Lathrop, who
lias thirteen
letters in his name,
laughs superstition
to scorn.
He
bought lot II In bim k II in Thirteenth avenue of Spark brothers,
real estate brokerage Arm, with thlr- teen letters in y corporated name,
for 61S, on the afternoon of August
lit, The property Is in Ml addition
legally registered as Woodlawn Place,
also containing thirteen letters. Karl
O, afalmgren, of the Brtti of cutter &
Malmgren, architects, who uses thlr-tee- n
letters in signing his name, prepared the plans for a bungalow, now
under construction, which will cost
(Mr. Lathrop
Edwin C. Ed-- I
wards of Spokane, candidate for llcu-- I
tenant governor of Washington on
the democratic ticket, who also has
thirteen letters In his name, has re-- ;
ived $18 premium for an insurance
policy on the house which) accord- ing to contract, will be ready for 00- cupancy Sep. in. Qeorge MacLean,
With thirteen letters in his name, Is
em-..- .
Is
Mr. Lathrop
the builder.
bill clerk by the Holley-Maso- n
Co.,
also compoaod Of thirteen letters.
In Mesnori of an athlete,
Montague
"In memory of Lewis
manager
of
football and
baseball of the class of 1M4, who
Spoke and worked for this gymnasium and for clean sehool athletics."
These words are contained on a
heavy bronze tablet unveiled In tin
high
:iymn nium of the Spokane
school in memory of LSWil M. Fus--tson of Mr. and Mrs. Charles M.
Fassett, whose efforts in starting the
movement resulted in the establishment of one of the best equipped
So ra
school gyms in the northwest.
las can be ascertained this is the llrst
time that such an honor has been
conferred upon any student in Ainctl-- I
ean public schools. Young Fassett,
who was the brightest and most pop
ular boy In his class, worked fur
clean ethtetlca and In taking leave of
final appeal to
the school, he made
the school board in his commenceHe earned the right
ment oration.
though that
to be renumbered,
thought never entered his mind while
he w,u striving for benefit his fellows might enjoy. There was no ceremony at the unveiling.
His parents
and a few Intimate friends were present when the tublet was placed on
the wall In the midst of gymnasium
apparatus,
GoU Rutteincat
e
When F W. Haverland. nnd
Santa
miner, operating on
Creek, near St. Maries, one of the
oldest settlements in northern Idaho.
earns to gpokane with a quart ti.isk
tilled with grnlns of gold fresh from
the placer workings of a gulch, a
half mile from his main sluices,
tfherf he started I rush for the diggings.
His find, the result of four
weeks' work, Is valued at from 12,100
ta II'. 200. thouith the gold has not
yei been weighed or assayed for
Experts say there is no amalgam and that the gold is not mixed
None of the glittering
In any way.
bits are smaller than kernels of wheat
and several of the size of a coffee
beiin.
The discovery of the new
placer grounds recalls the (testy times
of the frontier period when plat ST
mining In the Patine northwest was
at Its helaht and hundreds of men
made fortunen In a single season.
Miners and prospectors from various
parts of norl'.tern Idaho and eaStSIH
Washington are preparing to try their
luck with pan and rocker In the Ty
son district by which name the place
Is known.
I
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REMOVI YOl It
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l
and
Cnn your lot.
closet. One call per week,
per month; two rails per week,
7Se p r month
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PHONE 540
Room 4 Grant Bldg.
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old-tim-

Maloy's
NOW
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M JKUJMH.

.Niie

Mini

rrnltn Late a fine flavor
uppeunmo' aril are cheaper
ill in

ncr

Iwfore.

EMfV M your onlrr for
PKACIIKS. I'KAItH. H,l MS.
TOMATO RN, URAPKti, KTC.
llial you :' tin'
mi l ut- Mill
-

VKKV RKHT.

A.

J. Maloy

514 West Central
Phone 72.

Ave.

SUICIDE CARRIED BIG
WAD OF CURRENCY
Clilcaao, Aug. 25. A man apparentforty yeara of age, who regbrter
at a dow ntown hotel as J. M. Krewer,
Chicago, was found dead In hla ro.m
tonight from poison, self administer
ed.
In the pockebi of his clothing.
ly

Personal Property Loam

Money to Loan

267.
tf
Former Presbyterian Pastor WANTED
Two ladles' or one gentlelady's ticket to Los An- ON FURNITURE, PIANOS, ORGANS,
or
man's
Expresses Contempt for the geles on or before twenty-nintJ. Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
a24 alio on Balarles and Warehouse ReWorld and Leaves It to Strug- A. B.. care Journal.
WANTED At the Leader, boy with ceipts, as low as $10.00 and as high a
bicycle.
tf ! xi so no. Trunin re nutcklv made and
gle on Without Him.
strictly private. Time: One month te
h.

WASHINGTON

Wire
III, blind, critLaOMd

IS,
on the score of

A.

un-

truthfulness end Insincerity and declaring that he could not worship the
"America's trinity success, pleasure
and gold." Rev. Albert H. Trick killed
...
in iVi nua bt
nAnrlUioitD ...
it.....
himself in a room In the Mills hotel
consideren an a pian oi campaign today. He was once pastor of a Preslor those states outlined.
byterian church in Chicago and later
had charge at Saratoga. X. Y. The
former pastor left a letter to Charles
KANSAS
X. Powd of this city which in part

PREPARES

follows:
"I have never been aMs to compter
an inborn contempt for
tne place
money has In this
world, though
knowing Well how absolutely a lair
amount of It, at least. Is necessary to
all of us.
could never adapt myself
in View of my earlier ideas to
the
method by which money Is made. They
are so transparently selfish and more
vv less unscrupulous, whether used by
'world.' I
the church or the
could never worship the
America's
trinity success, pleasure nnd gold.
"I rejoice in thé better day dawning,
Its superstitions
when society, With
and errors, like nil the other religions
of men. shall have passed away nnd
religion itself, free nnd simple, religion that has a passion for truth, justice, love and liberty, purity and hu
manity, shall prevail. Ye gods, what
does the church care for these things
for truth, etc? It twists all tin
facts, philosophy and expressions of
history to make them square with
their petty traditions and systems of a
day.
The day will soon come when
the world will prove that, sacred as
the place that Jesus lrolds in the
world's aSteem, they are no more
bound by what he taught, did and
thought than they are by the precepts

CAMPAIGN
at

Topeka; Bank Guaranty Law
Pi nds Favor in Both Cainpsr- Illy Morning Journal Snerlal Letmrd Wire)
Topeka, Kan., Aug. 25. Today was
organization day for the political par-

ties in Kansas. Party councils were
held, platforms adopted and state
commltttei s organised
Particular Interest centered in the
republican and democratic parties action. Anticipating the swing Of national Interest to Kansas (Then W. .1
Bryan comes here next Thursday to
speak on the bank guaranty deposit
law, the democrats entered into the
campaign plans with enthusiasm.
John H. Atwood, chairman of the
democratic national speakers' committee, expressed the greatest optimism
over the outcome not only In Kansas
but in the I'nited Btatea He declared)
he had 327 speakers on his list t
take part In the campaign and that
only seven wanted pay above expenses
That Kansas will have a hank guaranty deposit law is almost certain as
both the democratic and republican
parly platforms Include promises of
A light was made on
Its enactment
this plank In the republican committee, on resolutions iwit when the putt
form was presented t0 'he council
with this plank, the only vote against
It was cast by Senator Cheater I Long.
Both parties endorsad
the national
platforms, declared for publicity of
campaign contributions, In favor of
the direct primary law nnd each t'.
the general principles Of Its party.

of Robert
ngersoll, and the modern
church more nearly follows this e
tnplary and kindly and honest American than they do the oriental."
-Toronio stock Yards Burn,
Toronto, Am. 85. Half of the
stock yards in West Toronto was
wiped out by lire tonight. Loss, $150,
000.
Seven houses on Keel street were
siso destroyed. The origin of the finis unknown.
l'n-lo-

Porch swings, 91.50.
I'lauUig Mill.

n

Albuquerque

1

i

Cured Hay l ever and Summer Colds.
A. S. Nushaum, BsiSSllltS, Indiana,
writes:
"Last year I suffered for
three months with a summer cold so
distressing that It Interfered with my
business. I had many of the symptoms of hay feyer, and a doctor's prescription did not reach my case, und I
took several medicines, which seemed
only to aggravate It. Fortunately I
insisted upon having Foley's Honey
nnd Tar. It quickly cured me. My
Honey
wife has since used Foley's
and Tar with the same success." Sold
by J. II O'Reilly & Co.

,

iinxlt-11
PROCURED AND DCFENDE0.
in a uiu mi ii'c't'kiuri'XLM'il wiui h ninl foe riMHirt.
Kr
ailvlce. how to obtain T.v.!i'r;t tci ii iiuukH. I
. '.ta,
,',, IN ALl COUNTRIES.
11 askhwtOU
iUMnfsi turret
bai ts ttms.l
r.

....

manry ana ojun tne patent.

I

PMentiar.d Infringement Practice Exclusively.
, i m or
M 10 m irt
623 Ninth Btrnt, epp. Cnttut BUtM Fttest
WASHINGTON, D. C.
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Positions

WANTED

Experienced stenograpner
deylres position;
and bookkeeper
ten years general offico work; familiar with all branches including credits; best of references. Write or wire.
Want position by September 1st or
sooner. J. D. Corley, care Western
Newspaper Union, Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma.
si
LADY WISHES TO TEACH in a private family. English, music, drawing, painting, elocution, etc.
Salary
reasonable. No objection to a ranch.
Excellent references on request Address Miss Grace LeMin, Tullarosa,
WA NT ED

TRY
TO MAKE IT
CASH
ON

THESE SMALL
ADS.

J

Rooms.

FOR RENT A nice room with mofl- ern conveniences. Inquire 608 W.
Silver, or phone 1138.
tf
FOR RENT Room at 422 North 6tb
No sick.
rooms at
FOR RENT Furnished
115 Wevt Hun ing avenue.
tf
TWO FINE ROOMS for rent; modern. 608 W. Sliver, Phone 1136.
FOR RENT Two nice large rooma
for light housekeeping. 221 South
E dith street.
tf
Phone Ü539.
FOR RENT Two nice, large rooms,
furnished for light housekeeping,
with gas range and electric lights;
connected with bath. 605 W. Lead
ave.
a27
FOR RENT Modern furnished rooms
s20
at 724 South Second street.
FOR RENT Furnished front room"
306 West Coal avenue.
FOR RENT Large modern furnished
roomf,. No Invalids. 605 W. Lead.
FOR BENT Two or three rooms for
invalids or children desired. Apply
ou 'saoujU.iAuoa ;p; '9udao)(jsnou
702 East Central ave.
FOR KENT Nicely furnished room
for one or two gentlemen In private
family. 415 North Sixth.
FOR RENT Four furnished rooms
for light housekeeping, with cellar.
$1S per month.
304 W. Cronwell.
FOR KENT Nicely furnished rooms
rent reasonable. 207 West Gold.
FOR BENT Furnished
rooms for
housekeeping. 524 West. Central
ave. Inquire at rear.
tf

Reai Estate.

FOR SALE

t

FOR SALE Two cottages, corner of
Third and Mountain Road. $2,000.
N. M.
tf
FOR SALE A snap for quick safe.
WANTED By young married lady,
Í1500.00 will buy a 5 room and
position ns housemaid in small Cathbath modern frame cottage close In.
FOR SALE
Miscellaneous.
olic family.
to
objection
no
Have
AdAbout 3750.00 will handle
one or two children. S. E. G., care of FOR sale All kinds of Bouse hold dress Owner, P. O. Box 153.this.
tf
Co..
furniture.
Futrelle
Furnlturs
Journal,
tf west
FOlT"SALE2'8acresofooi3"fan
tf
end of viaduct.
WANTED Position as store manager,
near main ditch, 4 miles north of city:
bookkeeper or salesman. Much ex- FOR SALE Household goods of must be sold quickly. A. Fleischer,
every
S. Broad200
description
at
perience and best of references. Ad- way.
212
South Second street.
dress A., care Journal.
o27
COR SALE First class pony and FOR SALE 720 acres of land
WANTED Situation as cook or waitPecda River forest reserve;
buggy cheap. f,13 West Sliver.
er in public or private place. Adsuitahlgor
cattle ranch; trout stream;
ft
F(
Dining
pedestal
tabl
SALE
dress "Japanese," care .Journal.
part under cultivation; cheap If taken
style, nearly new. Etsasod for sellWANTKD
Position by young man;
before October 1st. Address P. O.
willing to work for board and room, ing, don't need It. Call 61! West Cen- Box No. 218.
tral,
floor.
second
Intelligent and willing to work. For
SALE Fine saddle
pony; WOULD YOU GIVE $100 TODAY
references and further information, TO R
FOB $1.000 A YEAR FROM NOW?
cheap, Highland Livery, 112 John
call at Learnard and I.indemann's
If we permitted you to pay a little
St.
Music store. West fluid avenue.
down and a littlo monthly, would you
FOR SALE A brand new protecto-grap- h do it, In one of the best guaranteed
WANTED.
of the kind recently repre- real estate 8 per
cent dividend inveat-menl.WANTKD
To buy men's second- sented here in the city. Taken from
Only a few hundred dollars
agent
In exchange for services,
the
hand clothes of all kinds In good
shape. Highest prices paid lu cash. with the intention of selling It. Will needed to give you a comfortable InSend postal. We will cnl. H. Frank, be sold much under price. Call at come. Best of bank reference. WRITE
Whe Journal office.
TODAY:
121 North Third street, phone 882.
PACIFIC NORTHWEST
WANTED A young physician with FOB SALK A heavy Gould force RTBALTT ASSOCIATES. Wells Fargo
pump, with cylinder , handle and Bldg., Portland, Oregon.
family, desires to locate in New
ve
Mexico.
Have had two years hospi- pulleys for power. Used very little. FOR SALE If you-ha$1,250 to
California,
Steel fork
tal and private practice. Would con- A Visalia,
invest in fi fine, candy business in a
new.
sider en- Investment In f irm land of slock saddle and bridle. Good as
town of 8,000. see Ihe owner at the
bout five thousand dollars near pop- P. O. Box 173, or B09 West Fruit riiKiiianu nouse from 1 to 2 p. m.
avenue, city.
off. ring
n good
ulated community,
Room 302.
opening for a doctor. Address at FOB SALE Poland china pigs. John FOR SALE A live
room
.
frnma
vy-Mann.
a25
once. Dr. J,
Keardsley, 207 East
house with bath; lot 50x14 2. $1,600.
New York street. Indianapolis, Ind.
BALE
Half regular price. Full A three room frame. 50x142. ifir.n A
fob
course of Dr. Rosenthal's lessons In live room brick with bath, lot
WANTED A dentist or doctor
to
50x142.
share a suite of three offices cen- Spanish language. Phone Method of $2,700. Wise A Son 201 E. Central
trally located. Elegantly furnished. International College of Languages. Ave.
Bent reasonable.
Apply
General Apply to I. N. Woodman, M. D., Taos, FOR SALK BtTTluTrvg-l- ots
In different
Momlng Journal.
Practitioner.
tf N. M.
parts or Highlands. Ánnlv Un h,..
WANTKD
New Mexico land in tracts FOl tSALK fen head of first class
dey, 802 Kent nve.
i
Of mo to áli.OiiO teres.
State county
Missouri and Kentucky mules. Can
and price her acre. Address N. H.,
care Morning Journal, Albuquerque, be seen for the next ten days at Hun
ters Wagon Yard, 200 N. Broadway.
F0R RENT Dwellings.
V M
WANTED For spot cash. Horse or FOR BALfi 1,000 Iba. choice pears FOR RENT New three room"cot-tag- pony
suitable for buggy.
B. M.
and plums, Wholesale price. Not
furnished for housekeeping
Carpenter, 1020 N. Sth St.
n26 less than 2: lbs. A. It. Itoblnson. Old 1022 South Walter street.
tf
Albuquerque. West of Fair Grounds. FOR RENT 2, 3. 4
and
WANTED
Partner
n28
Phone lltt.
nouses, furnished or unfurnished.
WANTED At once, a partner to con- FOR BALE Pox camera cheap. Ad- - " V Futrelle. 500 S. Seecond
ft
dress M. C, Pox 3X4. Albuquerque. FOR RENT Five and sovki mnm
duct a dining room In connection
jfllli Mrs. Wilcox's new, up to date Folt SALK Span of large mules. F.
modern cottages, close In. Pm,;
Teutsch. 3 and 4, O ra ml Building, tf
H. Kent. 11 ! South Third street
rooming house. 30!)
West Central.
Foil SALE Aermotor windmill In FOR RENT 4 room furnished
good order. Address P. O. Hox 1SS.
Leckhnrt ranch and 2 rooms
FOUND
furnished for light housekeeping, 40B
West
Lead avenue.
owner can get
FOl'ND A bicycle,
FOR SALE ÜR TRADE.
Telephone 712,
or call or address Leckhnrt. ranch.
the same by applying to F. C. Long,
good
SALK
TP.ADK
A
OR
FOR
agent at the Pacific Mutual Life In- Foil'
One 5 room and bMth
sound saddle pony. II. It. Litton,
cottage with cellar, not wnter hunt
surance office, Armijo building.
Morning Journal.
gas In kitchen, modern and comforta
ble, rwo :dx room
bath terraces,
isceHaneo us.
JVA N T E
new and modern, hrt water hei. ga
range in
WANTED Plpec to repair. Joe Rich- waTkT' MatTmaach town
Inquire of A. W.
for the
ards' Cigar Store.
ti
tf
best Health nnd Accident Insurance Anson. 823 North Fourth street.
company operating In this territory.
LOST
flood commission, references required. POOL &
LOST Yesterday
BILLIARD TABLES
between Central P. O. Pox 274, Uoswell, N. M.
820
and the Santa Fe shops, and SecFOR SALE Anti-trupoof and bilond street, a lady's open ,fnce gold
liard tnben, supplies and bar fixwatch.
Finder return to 211 West
tures. Sold on easy paymenta. CataKsfqUStte, and receive reward.
logues free. Charles Passow & Soro,,
rea V. O. Box
LOOT Sunday evening on West Sil- WANTED HOARDERS Rates
1084, Dallas, Texas.
s20
nice rooms, excellent lo
sonable,
ver avenue, a gold bracelet, mon- cation, no
6 1 C West Coal.
people.
sick
ogram M. D. Finder return to 214
FOR RMTMjscellaneous
SAN ITO RIE M , Roaed al e Place, locatWest Silver, and receive reward.
ed on Lorklmrt ranch, near Indian FOR RKNT For hall purposes. In the
new Futrelle building, West End
school.
Under management of gradTO LOAN.
uate nurses
Ratrc reasonable. Misil- ; 'aduct, rooms 60 and ES.
TO LOAN
11,509
at 8 per cent; es Moorman and Bartlctt, phone 1176.
Boarders. Good hoard and
first class real aetata security.
No WANTKD
room. Very reasonable. 113 North
Commission, Address It 12 this paper.
in Real
Sixth street.
s3
$2650 5 room modern, frame cottage, stationary washtuba, sleepPERSONAL
ing porch; North Walter street.
$2350 G room, modern
brick,
DR. NACAMUIJ will be back at his
large rooms, Fourth ward.
office from Europe September lk.
NKXT.TO POSTO I'FIOK.
i on
$11005 room frame, on street
car line; easy terms.
LADY AROt'T TO oIIuXnIZE
A
soli: AU1CNTS
$1600
In astrology, development of
room frame cottage,
class
nicely finished, and two room
medlumlstlc attribute
and psychic
dobs, cement finish; 60 ft lot.
power desire to receive applications
8. Broadway.
for admission to ( lass. Also gives pri$30006 room brick cottage, modvate lessons on all kindred subjects.
ern, extra nice; close to.
Address thii, office. Occultism.
$2300
frame with bath;
good outbuildings; lot 75 b
SODA FOUNTAINS
D o y o u know
14Í; lawn, IB; shads trees; 4tb
of any better
ward.
WK HAVE several bargains to offer
$2500 New 4 room franru. cotihoo? Do you
In both new and second-han- d
aoda
tage, modern, beautifully finknow of any
for Immediate shipment.
ished, concrete foundation,
other shoe as fountains
mommy
payments.
i'.asy
Write or
Br"1 olltHlldlngs; Highlands
good ?.
Take phone
for our attractive proposition
$2100 New 4 room brick cottage,
the shoe all
modern; fourth ward, on oar
part, get right The Ornsman company, Dallas, Texas.
line.
low n Into the
$20006 room frame cottage, bath
L. E. FOLDS
nake of It;
windmill, near ahops and car
s?

-

Acme Wonde r Worker Mah Feed,
I'hls mash Is made tv.tm a Contraía
ROOSEVELT INVITES
that lias been tried nnd proven to be
COLLECTOR TO RESIGN tlx' best egg producing mash on the
market, it contains all the neeeesary
Buffalo, N V.. Aug. 25. A special I Ingredients ta keep the fmvls in
ling BOMtttkM nnd producing eggs. R,
lln Courier from liatavia says:
. I ce.
0
S. let.
PltOne If.
Arcille I). Sanders, colector of In- ternal revenue for the western dls
trlcl of New Y "Tic. admitted tonight
THE MINNEAPOLIS
Roosevelt had asked
that President
r,22 SOUTH SECOND STREET.
for his resignation from that offlcei Will he reopened for business on the
Mr. Sanders refused to discuss the first of September by Mr. U '. stew-ar- t.
matter further.
The place lias been newly repairMr. Sanders la said to have been ed and newly furnished, a few rooms
Give us u
active In politics with the Wadsw oiHh for liht hboiekeepina;.
ituics reasonaMe.
faction, which Is opposed to the re - 'lili
lection of Congressman Peter A. Ph- ter, of Niagara i alls.
02-11-

Female.

lontí Vear srlven. Oiods to remain In
your possession. Our rates are reaWANTED
at
Call and ses U3 before
West Silver.
Steamship tickets to and
11
narts of the world.
from
WANTED An experienced cook
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN COMPANY
1023 West Cantral.
Rooms 2 and 4, Grant Blag.
PRIVATE OFFICES
WANTKD
lady teacher lor private
OPEN EVENINGS
family of two or three. One comAvenue
petent to Instruct pupils up toslxth or 30IH West Central
seventh grade. No health seekers
need apply. State terms and referSTORAGE.
ences. Address Box 91. Willard, N. M. WANT15D- Pianos, household goods,
WANTED Girl for general house-J- .
etc., s'ored and packed safely at
Phone 540. The
F. Fleischer, reasonable rates.
work. Apply Mrs.
tf Security Warehouse & Improvement
Bit West Tijeras.
Co. Offices, Rooms 8 and 4, Grant
Block. Third ttreet and Central Ave.

HELP WANTED

Special

monies today.
Mr. Mack telegraphed the national
committeemen of Delaware. West Virginia and Maryland to meet him In
Washington for a conference nt which

Two Great Parties in Council

FOR RENT

L

Male

WANTED High grade mn to fill office, mercantile and technical positions in the southwest. Southwestern
Business Association, 201 E. Central
avenue, Albuquerque, N. M. Phone

i

e,

cot-tng- e,

rent

pM

st

THE

JfyTEBqardterS;

Morning Journal
Job Rooms

Bargains

Estate

Simpier - Clark
Shoe Co.

flne-neH-

IS THE TIME
TO

HELP WANTED

Ef-

bv-ll- cf

sample at once.

CRITICISES

Cincinnati. O.. Aug. 2. Norman E.
fect in Real Estate TransacMack, chairman of the democratic nations; Monument to Friend of. tional committee, passed through here (By Morning Journal
New York, Aug.
tonight from Indianapolis, where
Clean Athletics.
presided at the Kern notification cere- icising the church

OUR

FRUIT THE
BEST.

JOURNAL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

CHAIRMAN MACK CALLS
IN

i

In

lt

to order

FRUIT

$20.444

26, 1908.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST

Pnl-veini- ty

SPEND HUNDRED

IS THE WEEK

MORNING JOURNAL,

currency, a
dlplomu In French giving the dead
man the degree of bachelor of arta
and a receipt from the Colombia
of New York for summer tuition. A card In his purse bore the
iiiM rlption of "W. H. Thorp, attorney.
502 12
treet. New York City."
Ai-mi- iHuy at TahrU.
I.oiiiIoii. Aug. Mi. A dispatch to the
Times from TwbrtS says that city has
mv reached the period of promiscuous assassinations,
two prominent
merchants having been murdered In
the streets In the last forty-thre- e
hours.
was found

WILL

BHQUEROUE

J

EVERYTHING IN

Printing
THAT'S ALL
Let Us Figure on Your Next
No Matter How Small or How Large

We Will Always Treat You Right
4HIItlMIHHMtllimHIIHIMtMMIIHMMt

1

cel-.J.'-

iectlon

every
.

of

It

minutely.
you
What will

find? A shoe
built upon honor and sold at an hon-eprice.
Our new alines for men nnd women anal children open up line.
at

SICK VS

KHt

SHOKS.

Estate, Renting, Insurance and Loans.
209 W. Gold Ave.
Phone 600
Real

Window frames, $t.75. Albuquerque
I'lanlng Mill.

line.

A. FLEISCHER
UBAL ESTATE,

11$ tt

ft.

TMStTKANCB.

ftceond.

SUUTT

Phone

74.

Journal Want Ads Get Results

THE ALBUQUERQUE
International Pump

COMMERCE
Wall Street.
New York. Aug. 25.

yhe most

Im-

portant event In the financial district
today was the failure of g prominent
commission house whose operations
are believed to have been largely responsible for last Saturday's sensational stock market. The failure excited
no great amount of surprise and
without very serious effect upon
prices.
By its own admission,
the
firms affairs ar(e hadly tangled
and
the fear was expressed that other Wall
Street interests may be unwittingly Involved. In banking circles It was felt
that the failure would go far towards
clearing the misty ntmosphere and restoring confidence among Investors
who have been fighting shy recently.
Business on the stock exchange vu
In moderóte volume and with a fairly
firm undertone before the suspension
was announced In the early afternoon.
It then becane unsettled nnd feverish
and remained so for the balance of
the day. American Smelting, which
has stood the brunt of the recent selling, fell most abruptly and materia!
declines were sustained by most of the
Apart from the local
active Issues.
situation the day was destitute of any
interesting developments.
There continues to be much conflict
Of opinion as to whether or not inand mercantile conditions
dustrial
Reports
show genuine Improvement.
oí front damage to corn were rife but
failed of confirmation in authoritative
quarters.
While the movement in
grain is still much below that of last
year, railroad authorities agree that
the coming month will witness a brisk
revival. As for mercantile traffic, the
railroads lok for no greater Increase
before the beginning of the new year.
of the
statement
A recognized
world's available supplies of grain
show these changes in bushels:
Wheat stocks. United States east of
the Rocky mountains Increased 56,000,
Canada stocks increased 5.000; ft float
and In Europe increased 1.100,000.
Corn stocks decreased 78,000.
Oats Increased 930,000.
No important financial plans are being considered by any of the large
corporations just now. although the
of money suggest
Increasing easiness
..,,
a
nm.
Iv of suen ventures, mi.
ri.il
regarding
rumors
usual
was the
Southern Pacific financing in the near
future, hut bankers connected with
that property declare to the contrary.
The day's new railroad returns Includ
....
ed that of Ontario and western
the quarter ended June 30 last. The
reStatement shows a very marked
a
and
expenses
operating
In
duction
substantial increase in surplus, following yesterday's lower rates for five
civ months' money, a furtheracat..t.ne In two and four months'today
..nimoclations was reporteil
Closing stocks:
Amalgamated Copper .
S9 Vá
Amor. Car and Foundry
102
do pfd
.... 33
A m ..I'll 'I II
Cotton Oil . .
.
nfd . 20
onrt- Li'iither.
id
saw
Aliwr.
28
American Ice Securities . . .

Pacific

Mall

BOSTON

25
123

.

fr

Boston wool Market.
Boston, Mass., Aug. 25. Trading in
the local wool market has become
slack again and but fe god sized
transactions are reported. Prices held'
fairly firm, but manufacturers report
an unfavorable outlook for the bal-- 1
ance of the year. Quotations:
TERRITORY,
Fine stale
58 if 60
Fine clothing
4S04I
alf blood
60 O EC
Three-eighths

'

Quarter blood

4S50

blood

43 r 45

New Orleans Cotton.
New Orleans, Aug. 25. Cotton-S- pot
quiet; middling 9c.

Chicago Board of Trade.
Chicago, Aug. 5. Delayed harvesting In the Canadian northwest owing
to wet wenther Was chiefly responsible
for a firm market for wheat here today. The close was strong with prices
up

Tr

c.

Corn, oats and provisions also

clos-

ed firm.

The wheat market was firm all day,
but the greatest strength was manl-footed during the last half of the ses.

sion.

Initial quotations of wheat wore
??
e above yesterday's close.
September opened at 93
to 93c
American Locomotive
and Dwember at 94 Mi to 94 c.
ins?;
do pfd
Late In the day prices receded some-wha- t
94
On profit taking, but the market
Amer. Smeltlm? and Refining ..
. .106
closed firm with September nt MftQ
do pfd
. .134
c and December at
Amer. Sugar Refining
. . 93
Liberal receipts and continued faAmerican Tobacco, pfd
...23
vorable Weather for the new crop
American Woolen
. . 46
brought out moderate selling of corn
Anaconda Mining Co
.. 87
at the start which resulted In Initial
Atehlson
.. 94
declines of a shndo First trades of
do pfd
the year in July, 190, corn were made
. . 90
Atlantic Coast Line
today, the price being 64 fj c.
.. 93
Itiltimore and Ohio
Onts were firm With prices at Id to
.. 83
do pfd
c higher.
.. 51
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
A brisk demand
for the Januar
..173
Canadian Pacific
products by local packers caused
.. 98
Central Leather
strength In provisions. The market
96
. .
do pfd
closed firm with prices from lOlfl'V.e
. .195
Jersey
New
of
Central
above the previous close.
40
..
Ohio
Chesapeake and
.. 6
Chipaco 'ji'cat Western
St. IamiIs Wool.
Chicago and North Western, . .157
St. Louis, Aug. 25. Wool Steady:
. ..141
nhlosaro. Mil., and St. Paul
medium grades, combing and clothing
55
C. C. C, and St. Louis
heavy
üKL'Oc: light fine
33
Colorado Fuel nnd Iron
fine ll(f)12c! tub washed 20027a
33
Colorado and Southern
10
65

Linseed

to

94ííc.

.

ltMc;

do 1st pfd
do 2nd pfd

Consolidated Oas
Corn Products
Delaware and Hudson
Denver and Rio Grande
do pfd
Distillers' Securities
Erie
do 1st pfd
do 2nd pfd

Electric
(ircat Northern, pfd
Great Northern Ore Ctfs
Illinois Central

Oneral

Interborough-Me- t

The Metate.
York, Aug. 25. Copper wa
uivhanged in London with spot QjUO
ed nt 60 and futures at f60, 15s. Tin
local market was doll and Batch gnged,
Uiko 13.50rif 13 62: electrolytic at
13.12
13.50 nnd casting
$13.37
IWW

6

36
22
36
27
143
135
65
135

fi 13.26.
In

at

Paper

32
10
66

Lead was unchanged at C13, 7s, 0d
London. The local market was dull

Í4.57'íí'4.62.

Spelter was unchanged In London
at 19, 2s, fid. Locally the market remained dull at t4.65iff4.70.

11

do pfd

International
do pfd

62
53
135
18
167
25

','3

New York Collón.
New York. Aug. 25. Cotton Futures opened steady at an advance of
6 points on August while Inter months

Time Loans
Bond
Atchison Adjustable 4s
Atchison 4s
Railroads
Atchison
do pfd
Boston and Albany Bid
Boston and Maine
Boston Elevated
Kitchburg pfd
N. TV. N. II. and H
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NEW SYSTEM
ADVERTISING

A

8

Vft

98

MRS. M. E. N0RRIS,

124

petition are now being printed In
pamphlet form and the territorial en156
Union Pacific
gineer will be glad to furnish a cop
M Im el la neons
of same free to anyone upon request
24
Amer. Arge. Chemical
as long as the supply lasts.
This
91
do pfd
booklet will be embellished with Illu5
Amer. Pneu. Tube
strating cuts and will be of grent vulto
134
American Sugar
to the New Mexico farmer.
127
do pfd
Realizing that there has been but
124
Amer. Tel and Tel
little done to assist the farmer in get23
Amer. Woolen
ting results from his irrigated farm
92
do pfd
the territorial engineer offered a tro15
Dominion Iron and Steel
phy for the best article on battel
219
Edison Electric Ilium
methods in irrigation farming; with no
142
Genera) Electric
intention of criticism of previous
9
Massachusetts Electric
methods, but purely to develop and
47
do pfd
educate the public on theM matters
54
Massachusetts Oas
The results are so gratifying that the
132
United Fruit
ti rritorial engineer
has decided t
56
sie.e
Kach
United
print the articles in pamphlet form.
do pfd
28
New Mexico is favored with the best
IT. S. Steel
46
climate in the world, and is abund107
do pfd
antly supplied with the most fertiK
.Mining-Adve- nture
It is, therefore, our desire to
soil.
10
irrigate as much land as possible. It
36
Allouez
Is conceded that good crops can he
77
Amalgamated
raised on 15 to IS Inches of rainfall.
14
Atlantic
Why then do we use more Irrigation
Bingham
60c
water, supplier at advantageous per670
Calumet and Recia
iods of the season and in addition to
S3
Centennial
the rainfall. In order to get desired
77
Copper Range
results? Because of the lack of knowl9
Daly West
edge of how and when to irrigate and
12
bow to take care of the soil and crops
Franklin
101
We all know that for sum.- reason
Granny
22
the soil will dry out and
We can
Isle Royale
6
find out nature's way of doing this,
Mass. Mining
maybe wo can devise some means of
13
Michigan
preventing it. Presuming that nearly
64
Mohawk
all the readers of this article have
71
Montana Coal ami Coke
some time in their lives noticed that
38
Old Dominion
when a thick blanket Is spread out
109
Osceola
over the ground, that the under side
2
Parrot
becomes damp In a few days. Hy a
92
Qulncy
study of natural conditions, we find
14
Shannon
that there are little minute vertlcle
70
Tamarack
capillary tubes formed In the toll to
18
Trinity
allow the escape of moisture, and it is
41
Mining
States
United
a wise provision In nature, for If it
25
United States Oil
were not for these small tubes,
of
46
Utah
our deep, clone soil would soon be6
Victoria
come water-logge- d
or soaked. Ad6
Winona
mitting that we have found out why
142
Wolverine
our soil dries out so quickly, let us
82
North Butte
see if we can prevent It.
26
Butte Coalition
We might cover the soil over with
16
Nevada
blanket! to keep the moisture from
117
Calumet and Arizona
escaping Into the air. Of course such
20
Arizona Commercial
a method is not practical on account
11
Green Cananea
of expense and It also excludes the
air and is mentioned only to emphasize practical methods, which nearly
all of the writers In these artieles have
mentioned, that of cultivating. What
does Cultivation do?
It aerates the
soil, a condition as necessary as moisture. It disarranges or breaks up the
NOW
TROPHY
tubes nnd when the moisture comes
up through these tubes from the soil
below, It strikes this disarrangement
above and is stopped there until it
can work out h new route to the surCLOSED
face. The time required for new tubes
to form depends on natural conditions,
of the soil, anil the thoroughness previous of the cultivation.
Through the experience of
TERRITORIAL ENGINEER
in the distribution of water unSUMMARIZES THE RESULTS der large irrigation systems, he has
j heard many complaints
by the watei
user, mat ins crop was (tying lor the
Useful Articles Written in Irri- want of water and water only, and
the complaints were made in all singation Congress Contest Will cerity of heart. The writer is therefore Justified in saying that more crop
Be Published in Pamphlet failures have been through the lack
'
of knowledge of how to care for the
Form,
crop then because of a luck of water.
Too much water Is as detrimental
The competition for the territorial as an Insufficient amount and air is as
necessary to
growth
as
Irrigation engineer's trophy cup In Is moisture. theWe must ofnotplants
be too
connection with the Irrigation con- haaty In presuming that our crops are
gress, the prize being Off erad for the suffering from luck
of water when It
irrigation may
on
best practical article
be for the lack of cultivation, or
according
closed,
methods, has been
the need of air, nitrogen or humus.
ton communication from Mr. Sullivan, In 0der
to reach Ideal Irrigation,
tinengineer, who thus summarizes enough water should be applied toonly
the
the results of the contest:
soil as is required for the growth of
Editor Morning Journal:
crops, which experience has shown to
1
wish to thank you for your past be a very small amount. Some
of our
BSaitance In the educational work on writers have suggested different methIrrigation farming by printing the ods of the accomplishment
of the
various articles submitted In compe- above results all of which are good.
by
cup
offered
trophy
tition for the
One writer calls uttentlnn to alignme some time ago for the best article ment, grade and condition of
ditches
by
on Improved methods In farming
and points out the loss of water beirrigation. Now that the time Is past fore it reaches the
land to be Irrigatfor the competition, I wish to sum- ed; another suggests irrigation unmarize, In a few words, the results of derground by means of tile conduits,
a few of a most Ideal way while
the work and to emphu-slz- e
another gives
the suggestions found in the dllferent experience In irrigating through furarticles.
rows slowly (a method anyone can
The territorial engineer will be glad apply) and by SO doing gets the moissenny
data
to receive In the future
ture down deep In the soil
Immecured by irrigation farmers from any diately stops the means of and
this thorexperiment! they may have carried on ough cultivation.
individually and which they believe
In my report to the governor a year
will be of benefit to their fidlow Irrigator. Such datn when received by ngo, I copied some experiments made
this office will be sent as heretofore by the United States agricultural deto the various pa peri In order that partment on eaporatlon from soils in
which the tests showed an evvapora-tlo- n
same mny acquire universal distribuIn fourteen days of 2,1 per cent
tion.
Ml
All the articles received In this com- - (of water) applied on hare soli: 6.6
per cent Where covered with four
Inches of mulch: three per cent where
cultivalton or soil mulch was eight
Inches deep and only one per cent
where the soli mulch was ten Inches
deep. It Is therefore not n theory but
a demonstrated fact that by proper
care, moisture ran be conserved In the

With Ample M.aas and
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COMPETITION FOR

-

soil.

VEP.NON

Li.

BUI.MVAV.

Territorial

Engineer.

Rantn Fe, N M.

Foley's Kidney Remedy will cure
trouble that Is not beyond the renrh
any. esse of kidney 'of bladder
can do
of medicine. No medicine
more. Paid by J. H. O'fcellly Co.

110 East Coal Avenue.
ED. F0URNELLE

Kstcnds to ItcpusHnrs Kvcry I'rojtcr Accommodation and Solicits New Accounts. Capital. $ 150,01)0. 00. OflicerN and directors: Solomon I .una.
W. S. Strlckler. Vice President and Oesliier; W. J. Johnson, Asslst-in- t
Cashier; William Mcintosh, Ucorgn Arnot, J. C. Italdrtdgc, A. it. Black-rttrll- ,
O. E. Cromwell

Carpenter and Builder
Jobbing Promptly Attended To
Shop Cor. Fourth and Copper.
Phonos

PRESCRIPTIONS?
WILLIAMS DRUG COMPANY!
TELEPHONE

117 WEOT CENTRAL AVKHUK.

Shop.

Residence

IOtS;

5.12.

PUTNEY

L. B.

ESTABLISHED UN
wk.iMHi Grom, FUor. tmá seal toaaa
essat for alltebeU Wassaai

aner

ti m ui i kui e

7t

W. L.Trimble & Co.
Livery, Feed and Sale Stable. First-clnNTuriumts st reasonable rates.
Telephone a.
N. Second St.

M

ALBUQUERQUE FOUNDRY

AND MACHINE

WORKS

R. P. Hall, Proprietor.
Ens ta Wished 1M81.
Iron and Hrass Castings, Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars, Pulley. Orate.
Bars, Babbitt W' tal. Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings.
Repairs on Mlnln, and Milling Machinery our Specialty.
Albuquerque, New MbiIou
Foundry East Side o Railroad Tract.

CONSOLIDATED LIQUOR CO.
tacmmn tu Mrltnl S Kakis
end li.ili.rlil

WHOI.KBAI.K

Uloasl
!KAI.KHM III

WINES, LIQUORS & CIGARS
W
handl. rveryttalnf In our ltaa. Writ,
for inu.irttr.,1 Catalogue aad Prtaa IM.
iMued to desl.r. only.
Telephone 111
STB,
CORNBR FIRST ST. AND COPPSJ

MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE,
Capital and Surplus, $100.000.00

& PETTIT
DENTISTS.
Room 12 N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Phone 547.

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS DRS. COPP

:7íT:5i:t

W. X. PATTERSOi
st
i, i v r. R y a N
West Stiver Avenue.

i

it o A it i) i x
Telephone r7.

;

A b L k s
Albuquerque, New Mexico

busy at once.

B. H. BRIGGS & CO

If each does his part,

the Individual responsibility and Contribution need not be large. All money
or pledgee Of money for Ibis purpose
hOUld be sent to the treasurer, Mrs.
H. B. Ray. 611 South Arno street. The
house to he used as a home, which Is
JUVENILE
building with
n commodious adobe
considerable grounds directly We Si of
lluning Castle, Is to be furnished. All
of furniture, bidding.
contributions
r..ts. Iron beds, dishes, rugs and carOFFENDERS
pets, in fact everything needed to furnish a home will be gratefully accept
cd. If you have such gifts to make,
telephone Or otherwise notify Mr;;
AUXILIARY GRAPPLES
Margaret Medlor, the president Of the
organization, who will have your gift
THE BAD BOY PROBLEM called for nnd will also be glad to answer questions about the work.

DETENTION

HON E

Truant Officer Will Be Employ
ed and Vigorous Campaign
For Regeneration of Youthful

DRUGGISTS
Proprietors et
Cor. flota IM SI ret
lllchlaad FharmncT. Cur. Kaat t eatral asa
resaWsf.

Al.eer.do

rtinrmiiriT,

THIRD

STR1.

MEAT MARKET
All Kinds ol Fresh

and Salt Meats
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KI.FINWORT.
Masonic Budding, North Third Street

MVTHUR.E. WALKER
F1re Inaiiraar . Secretary MstsaJ
RulUIIng
Asnéela I ten.
Plioitr
917 Vi West (Vslral Avenue.

it.

Thos. F. Keleher
LEATHER AMI FINDINGS
PAINTS. BTfl

HARNESS,

Criminals Begun,

sinu:s.

408 West Central Ave.

VEicifoiERICA

The Albuquerque Auxiliary to the
New Mexico Children's Home society
li.m ncRun Vigorous work to take care

of the juvenile offenders In the city
and has begun work along lines which
give great promise of .success. A detention home has been s. cured and I
truant oflicer will be employed beginThe
ning the first of next month.
auxiliary In a communication to the
Morning Journal thus (dearly sets
forth Its plans and purposes!
A little tád Steeping In a dry goods
box In nn alley off South Third Street
because his drunken father locked Mm
out Of home for three consecutive
nights In the raw weather of last
March; i stre t car de railed by twi tve- year-olhoodlums "for fun'; a church
contribution box robbed yf Its mite by
a compulsory eduan
cation law with no provision for lt
enforcement; a small army of truant-from school learning the trade nf n
criminal In Albuquerpne'S streets and
alleys this Is a mere glimpse of the
problem which caused us to realise
last spring that something had to he
done. That something has In en done
hy the organization, formed ut that
time, nnd known as the Albuquerque
Auxiliary to the Now Mexico Children's Home society. Working with
the advice of Dr. LukeiW, Of the Children's Home society, consulting Judge
Llndaejr, jrhOM work for the children
of Denver has won national fame, and
with the city council
In
and the school board the ladles who
make up the nuxlllary hnve been very
busv working the long hot summer
and hnve. at last, definite results to
show and a plan which they hope will
go far toward solving this, which they
believe
to be Albuqoerott'11 most
pressing need.
A detention home, where under the
care of an exci llent matron, a deserted or abused child may he kept temporarily until a proper home may be
found for him, or where a child of
crlmlnnl tendency may be detained in
preference to plunging him Into the
moral sml material filth Of the city
Jail, has been secured. A truant nffl-rewhose wife will net as matlon of
this home, has been employed, nnd
by the first of the month, It Is Intended that the home be ready to receive lis charges and the truant officer ready, with the opening of school,
to undertake his duties.
And nw the success or failure of
the plan rests In safe hands the
bands of Albuquerque men nnd women, your hnnds. The school board nnd
thp city government pay the salary
of the probation officer, each assuming
half of the obligation. The salary of
the matron, the rent of the home, It
furnishing and maintenance Is nssum-pby the organization In the confidence that you will not see so vitally
necessary n movement lack means for
Its continuance now It la started and
In working order.
.
It is hoped and believed that every
lodge, socity, club, church organisation, business firm and generous hearted cltlsens that menns everybody In
Won't
Albuquerque wll contribute.
It your business to see
you make
that Ihoso for whom you are per
sonally responsible In that list get
d

eight-year-ol-

:

r,

Again. Over Irrigation destroys the
fnrmer'n own land and also eventually
his neighbor's lauds below, resulting
In the raising o the water table to
the surface of the soil and on the lower land gbeve the surface thus allowing the sun to evaporóte the pure
water, leaving the Impurities or alkali
and even when once drained out, you
either have el killed land or the Irrigation has puddled your soli; so that
It is not susceptible to Irrigation, cultivation and growth of crops. Then
remedien hove to be resorted to In order to loosen up the soil and supply it
with humus and nitrogen. We are,
therefore, not only ruining our own
and neighbor's, hut are utilising water
that ought to be applied to other
lands.

Facilities

ViiHuriuiNSeri

rhe Bank of Commerce of Albuquerque

11

In fact, in most cases one dose is sufficient It never Ms and can be
relied upon in the most severe and dangerous cases. It is equally
valuable for children and is the means of saving the lives of many
children each year. In the world's history no medicine has ever met
vith greater success. Price 25 cents. Large size 60 cents.

M.

$4.00 Per Week and Up.

126

Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy

M. L

BOARD.

133

There is no need of anyone suffering long with this disease, for to
effect a quick cure it is only necessary to take a few doses of

hlrh- -

EXCELLENT ROOM AND

215

DIARRHOEA

and

San Marcial, N

N
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87
94

nan resrlsterefl

R. McCRUKY,

M- -

New Way of Get-Iting New Business
A

7

GOATS.

ANGORA

grade Angora Bucks. Does and Klde
for aale. Prices reasonable. Will aell
any number to suit the buyer. Them
goats are good heavy shearers and
Coma
will bear critical Inspection.
and see them or write what you want

THE ROMERO AD SIGN Co

2C3
3

1908.
FINE

STOCKS AND BONDS.
Closing Prices.

Money
Call Loans

Vt
Pennsylvania
95
People's Gas
Pittsburg. C. C. and St. L. 70 73
33
Pressed Steel Car
161
164
Pullman Palace Car
Railway Steel Spring
42
Reading
122
22
Republic Steel
77
do pfd . .
Rock Island Co.
17
do pfd
32
St. Louis and San Fran. 2nd pfd 26
St. Louis Southwest, pfd
16
do pfd
48
Sless Sheffield Steel and Iron . . 60
M9V4
Southern Pacific
do pfd
119
Southern Railway
18
do pfd
48
Tennessee Copper
36
Texas and Pacific
24
Toledo, St. Louis and West
65
Union Pacific
.156
do pfd
.
85
United States Rubber
3214
do pfd
99
United States Steel
. 45 ',4
do pfd
,.107
Utah Copper
. 43K
Virginia Carolina Chemical
26
do pfd
.106
Wabash
.. 12
do pfd
... 25
Westinghouse Electric ...
. 7114
Western Union
. 55
Wheeling and Lake Krle .
.
9
Wisconsin Central
23V,
Total sales
the day. 605.500
shares.
Bonds were steady. Total gales par
value aggregated $2.550,000.
United
States g'a decline,!
par cent on call.

m

o.

were 2 if 5 points lower. The close
while steady in tone, was at a net de
cline of S ni' 11 points.

23

17
Iowa Central
24 H
Kansas City Southern
do pfd
6H
Louisville and Nashville 108V4ÍÍ10SV4
Minneapolis and St. Louis .... 27
Minn. St. P. and Sault St. M...119H
f6
Missouri Pacific
Missouri, Kansas and Texas ... 31
84
National Lead
104's
New Y,ork Central
New York. Ontario and West... 41 Ü
Norfolk and Western7
It
62
North American
142
Northern Pacific

FINANCE AND

MQRNJNQ JOURNAL.

d

Finest Beach Resort In the World.
Bathing, fton.tl.iR, Fishing, Dancing dully, free concerts, etc.
VIHa1 and Bungulows clean, cool
and complete, ti".ro to $36.00 per
month.
Apply Villa Office, Venice,
California.

THE WM. FARR COMPANY
PLEASING EATABLES.
and Retail
people spenk of our perfect DaAI.EU Wholesale
IN
Kl Nil AND HALT ISSSTi
bread that they often overlook the
Sneaace a Hoeelaltr
other excellent products of our bake-aho- Wot Cattle and Uoga the Biggest afar
in addition to stnndard, full
iet rrloes la Paid.
weight loaves of fine bread, we supply nicest dainties to
please your
guests and satisfy you. Cakes to or- GROSS, KELLY & COMPANY
der If you want them, or you can d
Wholesale Merchants
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LEGAL NOTICES.
NOTICK
Ktwtl Tax Now One.
The law requires every able bodied
man, between the ages of twenty-on- e
and sixty years, to annually pay a
(Effective dune 17. 190P.)
road tax of three dollars or, In lieu
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Arries. Depart
three days Sec. S, Cahpter 03, Ha 1, Houisern Cat. Kip rea. . T: p 1:19 j
No.
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Acts of the 37th Legislative Assembly.
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and the line of work are determined for Santa
Ka and einpa at all leesl púlatela
hy the 3ood Bnadn Association.
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T. K. PURSY. Afeat.
Mr. S. M. Borterfleld Is authorised
to receive payment of the rosd tax
and for the convenience of the publl?
FRENCH FEMLE
will make calls .vinn he can do so or
payment cui be made nt Porterflcld
and Co., 31 ( West Oold avenue. The
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I .im. Hut., .'or Hornea. Me
R IVtr HOWS Tl rail, k, ,
law will b strictly enforced.
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NOTICE

nU

ITBI.K

ATION.

Department of the Interior, IT. S.
Ll nd Office at Santa Fe. N. M.,
August 4th. l ''os.
Notice is hereby given that Federico Otero, of llrnalillo county, who,
on Dec. 17th, 1906. made Homestead
Application, No. 10406 (060) for lot
12, Section 20, Township 11 N.. Range
6 E.. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to make Final Commutation Proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before U.
8. Court Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M on the 17th day of September. 1908.
Claimant namea as witnesses: Juan
Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Celso
(arela, of Albuquerque, N. M. ; Juan
N. M ;
(liitlerres, of Albuquerque,
Manuel Reel, of Albuquerque, N. M.
MANHRI. ft. OTKRO.
Register.
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accord with our platform declarations dominant forces of the republican
sympathy, would render In this
party, arc giving generous support to
greta such service as the committee on that sublect.
He entered upon this cumpalgn un- - was originally designed to perform,
The republican candidate for vice the republican national ticket.
pledged to any special interests, UH- Not only was latfor'l request Ignored. president in his recent speech of acThe' democratic party, while favoroer no ontiguiions 10 any uniawiui or but the hostile makcu't of the com- - ceptance, lauded the Dinghy bill, and ing the reform measures, repudiated
other combination of capital, looking mlttee was accentuated."
declared that when enacted it was by the republican national convento no corporation for campaign con
Hon. I,. White I'usby Is the private, well adapted to existing conditions, tion, has another remedy. It would
tributions absolutely free to serve recrctury of Speaker Cannon. In a but proceeded to add "that the
by legislation, in large tVgree cut off
the people by carrying
out the
article, discussing the pow- - opments of industrial prosperity in a the streams of money which, under
pledges of his
party's platform. ers of the speaker, Mr. Husby relates decade which, in volume and degree the present system, are flowing from
While he is the foe to unlawful
the i Ire u instance of a bill having been have surpassed our most roseate ex- - every home in the land and emptyI
and if prepared to lay a heavy prepared, and
s
of the pectations. have so altered conditions ing Into the coffers of the trusts.
hand upon the lawless, whether rich members of the house having signed that In certain details ol schedules
It would leave in the pockets of the
or poor, without .fear or favor, and a request to the speaker asking that they no longer In every pa rtlcular producers and laborers of this land,
to combat
of the rules committee, of which he
mote out Justice to all." For these every dollar of the money they earn,
the encroachments
Democrats
and RpnilhlifanS'Ki'ced upon honest endeavor, he is chairmun. bring in a special rule for reasons, he declared In favor of a re- - save only such amounts, as may be
the menu or every legitimate dusi- - the
of the bill. The adjustment, "based on the broad prin- needed for the economical adminisEach Have Quartette of Can- ness enterprise, whether conducted ,..Hv,consideration
,r refused the request. The ciples of protection for all American tration of the government.
and capital,
by individual or corporation, and will chairman of the committee
pleaded interests, alike for labor
It would, by rigorous aw enforcedidates- for the Sheriff's Of- - sympathize with the promotion of and
The ment, strike down private monopolies
urged. Continuing. Mr. liusby for producers and consuméis."
hundreds of thousands of American which prey upon the people, and, to
i
every movement which makes for tne says:
r
vvorklngmen who are now vainly seek protect
llvCt
welfare :,nd nrosncrltv of the coun- "As a final stroke, the chairman
the public against extortion
employment were doubtless de. and imposition
try.
by the great public
said: 'Then, Mr. Speaker, this bill Is ing
they
that
read
about
lighted
when
IHprrinl ( ormpnnriene
Moraine Journal !
the to fall by the will of one man who is
republican,
corporations, whether by excessive
distinguished
A
which
so
"surprosperity"
Carrizozo, N. M., Aug. 24. The po- other day referred to his Influence In the chair by our votes. We have "Industrial
passed our most roseate expectations." charges, or by the over issue of stocks
now- litical situation In Lincoln 'outity par- with hi.s party as a One Man Power. no redress from this
of American homes. and securities.
In thousands
In other words, it would undertake
ticularly as regards the county of flee If by that he meant to say that Mr. er.' "
about dinner
will gather
families
" 'Yes, you have,' replied the speak- - tables which for many months have to bring about in government, a realticket is growing very interesting just Bryan possessed the power, in a
the
degree, to Influence
now and the county conventions to be marked
er: 'you have a way to pass your bill. .not been encumbered with a beef- ization of that good old democratic
held early In September will see some thought and arouse the conscience You placed me in the chair to shoul- - steak, and indulge in 'roseate expec-- ' maxim of Thomas Jefferson, "Kqual
of
man
no
other
and ex, ni Justice to all men; special
lively times. There arc four candi- of the republic as
tations" of their own.
by his der the responsibility of the legisla- dates for the nomination for sheriff his time, or If he meant that course,
wiio-- e
fac privileges to none."
manufacturers,
tlon
my view
can-- !
here
In
American
enacted.
It lias no war to wage on capital.
on the democratic ticket and an equal upright Ufe, his consistent
not assume the responsibility for this tories are Idle by reason of a restrict-- 1
panumber of candidates for the republi- his appeals for right living and con- bill. You can elect a new speaker to- ed market, and those Whop business It has no quarrel with corporations
can nomination for the same Offloe. triotic action, he has earned the
day and pass your bill If you an find has been crippled by reason of a high honestly capitalized, which carry on a
John Owens, the present incumbent. fidence and personal affection of mil- one who will accept that n sponsibit- - tariff tax on raw materials, will read legitimate business, according to law.
gained
lions of his countrymen, and
Is making a hard fight for ronomina-tloity, but If you leave me in the chair this speech with peculiar satisfaction, It will encourage the investment of
of the
and stands a fair chance of suc- the people of the world who love lib- that bill will not become a law.'"
If bv reason of the high tariff tax capital In the development
then the distincess although he is not as strong in erty and humanity
in the Dingh y bill, fao-- ! country and protect it when invested.
provided
for
genial
The
speakaccomplished
and
It will draw a sharp line between
the western part of the county as guished gentleman was right, with er had spoken for himself on
and labor given
sub- - torlcs were Opened,
wages, lawful business lawfully
when he tarried the day two .wars respect to the One Man Power of Wil- Ject. In an Interview printed the
conducted,
remunerative
at
employment
on Auago. His principal opponent, Mr. Cole, liam Jennings Bryan.
and our "roseate expectations" realls-- ' and unlawful business, or business
gust
0, in the st. Louis
otto
t
no
Mr. Bryan has exerted
is working hard for the nomination
carried on in defiance of law and the
a stalwart republican newspaper, ed, why should we now. When factories
He has had no sub irdiltktca crat.
but is receiving some opposition on power.
closed, and an army of men un-- i rights of the public, protecting the
are
he
points
out
only
the
remedy
to
left
benefl-- ! one and protecting society from the
to command, no office holders to dithe ground of party regularity,
the people other than thai of the bat- - employed, seek to revise that
The contest for tin- sheriffs otiloe rect.
I think it may be safely said
other.
at
all?
measure
cent
lot
box,
for the wrongs complained of.
is the chief matter of Interest.
It calls upon men and corporations
Henry that there itere no postmasters nor
If the wages of labor depend upon
The
Interviewer
said:
emany
Lutz, republican candidate
or
man law fully engaged In legitimate busi
tariff, whv should
high
lor the other federal
In
"Mr. Speaker, you are also called
council for this district, will carry Lin- ployes In Hie Denver convention. Evfavor a reduction ol that tarín ! If, ness, nol to ally themselves with men
coln county by a safe majority and ery delegate to that convention "car- a czar, and an element or the public after eleven years of surpassing pros or corporations engaged In lawless
press
you
up
powholds
as tile one all
his election is considered assured if ried his sovereignty under his own
perity, brought about by the Dingh y ventures but to take a stand with the
Who ,lll. business languishes and labor suf democratic party in favor
the proper campaign is made in the hat." and as an Independent Ameri- ertui influence In the hous
of such
thwarts
and f,,rs U,v not excite some more reforms as will purge the business
other counties
can freeman, owing no allegiance save arbitrarilythe will of the peopl
decides
legislation
what
raising
by
the
expectations"
The democrats claim that Larrasolo to country and Hag. cast his vote for
world of lawlessness and legalized ex
"roseate
has been making great strides in this Bryan because in iiis heart he be- Shall be considered Bad passed ill the Inrlfi' rate, to the etui that there may tortlon, to the end that honoMt capigreat
popular
dusi-nesbranch of the national be a much needed revival oi
county, that hi' will beat his vote of lieved that the nomination and electal, and hones) labor may go fortwo years ago and that he will run far tion of such a man were demanded by congress."
anil that labor may again And ward, hand In hand in the developMr. Cannon replied as follows: employment?
ahead of the ticket There is no douht the best Interests of the republic.
ment of the country, each yielding to
"Cnder the constitution of the United
that Larraz6lo sentiment has Increased
Tile voters of America arc not like- each its just due In a spirit of
The republican nominee for vice states,
the house of representatives ly to be deceived as to the tariff queshere recently but the republicans ex- president In his recent ipeech of acand all striving for the time
pect to be able to carry the county for ceptance affected the belief that the organises Itself, and ny member of tion bv the stock arguments of th'? when the door of opportunity shall
house,
the
of anv nartv or nn narlv opposition.
Andrews although it is admitted that question, ''Shall the people rule'.'" Imbe open to all who desire ami deon any day. at any time, can halt any!
the figtft w ill he a hard ppe.
The average voter understands that serve to enter.
plied a charge of venality against the
business before the house, and as a the tariff is a tax to be paid by the
I will not at this time discuss the
American electorate. He affirmed, Question of highest
privilege offer n consumer of the article taxed. He several planks Ol the national platwitli great emphasis, that under recent
resolution and secure a vote on It tnj knows that taxes In excess of the needs form. I endorse the platform in all
the people displace
BOSTON MARKET IS republican administration
the speaker of the house of of the government are unjust and its parts, and pledge my best endeavor
hindrance.
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have ruled without
representatives
and put some other! Oppressive, and UlBl extravagance in ors towards securing the reforms to
a
republic
in
It is passing strange that
government
administration Indulged which the party la by its terms comin h
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member
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shall discuss its various features,
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presumably govern him office In ths government to cast
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govpower
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pose,
of principles.
Man from
to be Slll,reme, and should be
levying tribute upon the, musses, Is declaration
I have suggested
every state, distinguished for their
the other way by legalized robbery.
ThfiV Havnthn IMpw f.nnrlc. fnr riven Immediate effect.
which the
reEvery legitimate business interest in ability ami patriotism prepared and
And if the will of the people, onci gain their American voters can
right to
Upon which
Inspection; Moderate Sales known, is not given effect, then tin boo
country is demanding tariff re- presented it as a platform
the
mat is ny the assertion of their form.
all Americ an voters, w ho are in fa- people do not rule.
mu"h""('
e,ucUo"
Are Made,
b' rebuking The inapt) fact urer who is nol a vor of the rule of the people, can conWill any intelligent man claim that! muí un ir "
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the
cheaper raw- scientiously stand.
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markets
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The Boston wool market was rathi'r diversity oi opinion in iiu cvwimi
condition.
campaign with every prospect of sue- products
question as to whether the tariff
the
Time forbids the multiplication of
more quiet this week than during the duty OP wood pulp used in the manuThe workingmnn understands that "ss. Never had a political platform
preceding few; weeks, though modcr-nt- e facture of paper should be reduced or instances where the popular will has a restricted market mentis flrcless been received with such fuvor by all
been defied by the real
republican furnaces and enforced ffltOrtess.
lie classes of people, and never has a
sales
the dealers pre- removed? In this case the tariff tax
been
presented
by our
knows that American workman, with candidate
ferring to wait until they have the operated for the benefit of the paper leaoersnip sometimes by the
power of the house and some-lime- s their superior intelligence and ingenu- party, who was closer to the hearts
new wools opened for Inspection, says trust alone, allowing that combine to
by the few representatives
of ity, with their Improved machinery, of the people than our matchless
Bradstreet's Review. Manufacturers levy millions of tiihutr each year
with cheap raw materials and earn- standard bearer, William J. Bryan.
are still holding o IT. except for cover, upon (he newspapers of the country monopoly who dominate the senate.
Measure after measure scores of ing for their employers more than
Ther,. is a movement among the
ing orders by purchases in the wool and their readers.
The press of the them favored
twice Ss much as the laborers of ,'iiy people for better government which
The goods market is tiii country, without regard to party, parties In manyby the people f
market.
Instances advocated other country, have nothing to fear Is growing In force day by day. II
rather uncertain, fancy worsteds for united In demanding relief. The peoby the president, cither from competition with Workmen any is confined to no one party, but men
spring meeting with very good sab- to ple of the republic unanimously sec- strenuously
failed f passage, or were so emascu- where, when tin- products of their la-- ! of all parties, all trades anil occupa
clothiers, but WOOlenS are still quiet onded the demand. The president of lated by
as to utterly fail bor are set down side by side In the tions are coming together and making
Staple wools are still in demand, the United States threw the Influence to registeramendment
the popular will.
markets of the world. The American common cause In behalf of a restorathough the scarcity has forced manu- of his great office in favor of the deThe question, "Shall the people vvorkinginan has had bitter experience tion of a government of the people,
facturers to turn to the bettc- - grade.; mands of the press and the people
under the operation of the Dlnglay for the people and by the people,
of clothing wools.
Xew
Montana But all without avail. The dominant rule .'" is one which demands the seri- bill.
the shelter of this tariff
We must anil will win this bsttla
ous
and
earnest
consideration
wools arc coming in slowly and the forces within the republican party had
of ail wall, ruder anil combines have sprung
trusts
lln use of money, or the aid
without
men
who
arc
In
Interested
the per up on every hand anil with extor
assortment Is small. Prices are being established In the lower house of concorporate power, if our adversar- very well maintained on all grades. gress a parliamentary condition. in potuution of our institutions. It must tionate prices confront the consumer of
les so
let them pursue
that
Among the sales of the past wpl'K the interest of monopoly, under which he apparent to all who httvc followed on every occasion when he seeks to course. desire
were fine Idaho in the original bags the sole iower to determine whether the course of legislation during the buy the necessaries of life.
.
But there
lilies In the life of a
past few years that there is a power
at 9(f'0 cents and Montana In the a measure should be allowed t
Under this system the cqsi ( living nation like Ibis when, money, and
within
republican
the
party
determinoriginal bags at
cents, tfali
so increased as to absorb the earn coercive Influences are of m av II.
a law or not was lodged in the ed that the people shall not rule.
That
s
and
bind Idaho and speaker of that body and his commitTin-rCQma a time, when the quickpower has manifested Itself whenever ings of the laborer, after tin- most
Wyoming sold at 11020 cents, with tee on rules, and by the fit of that one
economy anil self denial on his ened consciences of an enlightened
'fort has I n made to check the de- rigid
quarter bloods at 1901 cents. Sales man the will of the press, the people structive
It
family.
is
Of
And
his
people Impel action, which neither
work of unlawful combina- part and that
of fine clothing Idaho, Nevada Hnd and the president was set at naught.
tion, reduce the Oppressive tariff tax, a tioievvnriny tai l worn, as an iitev li money nor Influence can check.
Utah were made at 16 cents in the Behold the spectacle! On one side
or enact any legislation looking to- able result of the fiscal policy of the
That time, In my Judgment. Is
grease. There was a better movement
of free people demanding leg- wards the equalization or lightening of republican party, the panic of 1!07 here. Let every man from this hour
in Texas wools, eight months sidling
came, hundreds of thousands of these forward perform this duty in a manislation to right an admitted wrong. tin burdens resting upon the people.
at 17 iris cents, with twelve months On
American laborers who were UirOWfl ly and honorable way.
side, a few men engaged
That
power
other
dominant
the
now
which
at '2 0 líií 2 cents. California wools are in public plunder, aided
the dom- guides and directs the republican out of employment. Instead of being
Let this b,- a Campaign of educastill very dull, with practically noth- inating power within the republican party, has on many occasions defied able to draw Opon the fabulous sav- tion and argument.
Let our appeals
In
exploited
ing yet done In the new wool. There party,
by the presiding of- fhe president In cases where he has. ings bank accounts so
be the reason and patriot SMI of the
represented
recant
In
Is a great scarcity of quarter blood
political literature
Let us be vigilant
American people,
ficer of (he once popular branch of on the demand of the masses, made
found themselves and families and unceasing in honest work for a
fleeces, for which there is a brisk de- congress.
and sporadic efforts in their behalf
In in
And the plunderers
a state of destitution.
mand, Ohio bringing 5(f2g cents these unfaithful nubile servants pre some instances he has persuaded this
in the righteous cause, and a glorious vieTt,,,
linn.,.. ,,r I'lftT-s
and Michigan I40SS cents
in November will crown our ef
vail over the people of tills great re- handful of leaders to compromise ,,n large cities of the cotintrv were a
.?
and half blood fleeces are public: In this Instance did the peo- their own terms, with the eighty milpari or the roseate forts.
s
rather quiet, with sales of Ohio
lions of people whom he assumed to allaatlon of but
ple rule?
represent, but In most eases he has expectations of republican statesmen.
at 26,:6iB cents, Ohio hair
The Knock oiil Mow.
On February 4, 1!M)2, Congressman bien absolutely powerless.
The farmer understand that while
s
blood at 27 cents,,
Mlchl.
he has to buy everything In a pro
gan at 24'(í2(H cents. Ohio (ln Babcock of Wisconsin, then chairman
The blow which knocked out Cornell
That dominant leadership elects
of the house, names the com- tected market, where, mi nearly every was a revelation to the prize lighters.
washed delaine sold moderately at 35 of the republican congressional comcents, this being an extreme price for mittee, in speaking of a bill he had mittees iff the senate, and is In full purchase he Is compelled to pay trib- From the earliest days of thn ring tbe
knock-ou- t
blow was aimed for the Jnw,
a choice lot. Fulled wools are quiet
Introduced to reduce the tariff on Charge of the Ingenious machinery ute tn the trusts and tariff beneficiarthe old wools'liolng wecl cleaned up. iron and steel, and after showing con-- ; provided for the protection of in ies, he Is compelled to sell his sur- the templo or the jugular Vein, Stomach
Little was done In foreign wools, th" tiiislviiy that the Interests of farm- trenched monopoly against the de- plus products In I free trade market punches wero thrown In to worry and
where he comes In competition with weary the lighter, but If a scientific man
offerings of line Australian being very ers, laborers, builders and other mands of the people.
had told ono of thn old lighters that thn
ft dictated the platform adopted by all the rest of the world.
small, with small sales of 70s at 41W clashes would be conserved by the
most vulnerable spot was the region of
He looks no longer with Indifferthat party In Its national convention
42 cents. South American wools an passage of the bill, said:
this 'year, and after defying Mr. ence upon the fact that the farmer the itomsch, ho'd hav& laughed at htm
still quiet.
"I am going to push the bill to n
for an Ignoramus. Dr. Pierce
bringing
vise the tariff at every possible oppor Roosevelt for three and a half years, of Canada, Argentine, Australia, and
to the public a parallel fact; that
hone
killing
hi
agricrippling
nearly
buys
all
Or
civilized
other
countries
and
Mil
It
house'
goes before
KERN ACCEPTS NOMINATION tunlty. if
Proposed reform legislation, and hav cultural implements of American man- thq somaclf the most vulnerable organ
It will pass by three to one."
Ing
his unstinted denuncia ufacturers cheaper than hoy are sold out ofhe pn ring a well as In It. Wl
GRACEFULLY.
But under the rules of the house, tion received
therefor,
proceeded with Ihe fin to him. These American farmers rend protectlinr liaods throats, feet and lungs,
the friends of this bill were unabli est Irony to endorse
aro utterly Indifferhis administra and think and are fully advised as but theeVnronhwn
diseSfcXllnds the solar plexui
(Continued from Page 1: Column I.' to get it before that body, Three- - tlon,
hi, I; Invltoul ent to, until
it dictated a com tn thi, , i Ik (if ii uVbh-iwhich
after
fourths of the representatives of tilt
and knocks uiout. Mako your stomach
take charge of the campaign such enormities.
years of service on my part might people In that branch of congress were mltteeIs tonow
Kouj u ai u strain i v i lit: ÜM ufE ÜgÜ!C
In full command of the
and
Thinking
people
are
classes
of
all
P erce's OoldetL Medic:.
have hud sonic slight Influence in even without power to free them party organization.
asIn
becoming
the
moral
Interested
determining their action, but I urn selves from the "st rungo hold" under
YtfUfcdf Uj your most, Yuij.;r-eiiiThis dominant leadership Is now clr- - pect of this question. The president, you protcq
suuL "Oolden Medicar Discovery 3
persuaded that it was the chief pur- which this modernized system of pop culatlng two kinds of campaign liters
In vigorous language,
pointed the cures "ivclk itomach," Indigestion, or
pose of the convention In choosing a ular government, devised by; the pres- ture--o- ne
held designed for the east
son of huh. m. as Its candidate to ent republican leadership, the speaker and the other for the west -- the first evils which have grown out of the ex- dyspepsia, torpid liver, bad, thin nnd Imthe pure blood and other diseases of the orshow Its appreciation of the great has upon the American public. This being placed In the hands of trust istence of "swollen fortunes,"
amassed by gans of digestion and nutrition.
democratic party of this splendid power to subvert the populur will Is, magnates, tariff beneficiaries, stock most of which have been system.
The"(olden Medical Dlsrovery " has a
commonwealth made up us It is of exerted by this republican leadership! gamblers, ami others who arc sup- the beneficiaries of this
Senator I.aFollette. In a speech de. specific curative effect upon all mucous
mors than a third of a million of in many ways, notably In the appoint- - posed to be enemies of the president
urfacei and hence cures eatxrrh, no
men good and true the very flower ment by the speaker of the house of declaring that Mr Toft is "sane and Ilvered In the senate last March, exhibited a list of less than 100 men, matter where located or what stagn It
s
of the great democratic army of the committees, which are in many In-- ; safe," free from the faults of
who he declared, controlled the In- may have reached. In Nasal Catarrh It
republic. I prefer to accept this profso constituted as to
quietly veil, while the second goes to the- husl- life of the nation, and In Id Is well to cleanse the passages with Dr.
fered honor In the name of these klll In the committee room measures ness men, the farmers and 'a borers dustrial
Ssgs'ft Catarrh Remedy fluid while using
loyal democrats of Indlanu for whom designed for the relief of the people. who are presumed to be admirers of In their hands the business of the the "Discovery
"as a constitutional remA ensuul reading of this list
country.
InTo Illustrate, permit me to ouote from the president, and declares that Tuft
the honor was, I believe, reelly
edy. Why the "Colden Medical DiscovIs
of
up
It
men
shows
who
that
made
bia petition presented to congress by Is Boosevelt's "double" am, may
tended.
, ery'' cures catarrhal diseases, ss of thn
counted on to Insist Upon Ills hnve been the beneficiaries of egls-- itomach, bowols, Madder and other pelvla
It is pleasing to me to be associated the great labor leaders of this coun- safely
or
1
In
administra-Istlon
the
favorites
organs will be plain to you if you will
In this campaign with
the distin- try, constituting the executive council policies and see that they are carried tlon of the law.
a booklet of extracts from the writguished gentlemen to whom the stan- of the American Federation of Labor: out.
ngtlnst
The president rails
swollen read
This leadership of the republican
ing of eminent medical authorities, en"The committee on labor of the
dard of the party has
commit
nil the political fortunes as menaces to the public dorsing Its Ingredients and explaining
ted. For years we have been friends house of representatives was Instituted party, responsible forcountry
now suf welfare and as promotive of evils their curative properties.
which the
It Is mailed
1
recognize In him a man of spotless at the demand of labor to voice Its Ills from
which eat nt the very heart of so-- 1 free on request Address Dr. R.V. Pierce,
Is satisfied with the party's noml
fers.
sentiments,
to
rights
Its
advócale
Ideals, always
and nees, giving
character and high
clety.
them nctlve ami substau
buffalo, N. Y. This booklet gives all the
actuated by putrtotle motives and an!'" protect Its Interests,
As remedies he has suggested nn Ingredients entering into Dr. Pierce's
shouting
"In the past two congresses this Hal support, all the while
earnest desire to promote the welfare,
the praises of Hoosevelt In the west Income tux ami nn Inheritance tax, medicines from which It will be seen that
the honor, and the glory of his coun- - committee has been so organized as
south, and damning hlm and his thut their growth may be to some ex- they contain not a drop of alcohol, pure,
try. He became your candidate be-- ! 1" make Ineffectual any attempt labor and
policies to the privileged "Interests," tent cheeked.
triple nil net) glycerine being used Instead.
has
being
mude
redress.
for
This
cause his nomination was demanded
the out of wh Icli they are "frying the
IllusThe national convention of his
Dr. Pierce's great thonsnnd-pagtact.
eongrers
In the last
by the rank and file .of the. party,
labor
fat" with which they hope to carry pnrty Is silent .upon the question of trated Common Sense Medical Adviser
t
for til
demand was emphasised by n 'quested the speaker in appoint op the (he election.
these proposed reforms, while the Will be sent free, psper-lsmncloth is. nnd lot ji stamps,
statu ps,
popuinr movement In
his favor, commit, c,- of inhor, members who
The question of tariff taxation IS possessors of most of lhee swollen
which, as It proceeded, so grew in j from their experience, knowledge andon,, ,,r vital Interest. 1 am In hearty Pulques, allied as they ure with the Address Dr. Pierce as above.
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Southwest, is now better than ever prepared
to handle all
classes of book and
commercial work.

-

he-co-

M-1-

make anything
from a thousand-pag- e
We

book to a
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iting card and make
it right. Prices, the
lowest consistent
with first class work.
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MMXJCO
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I KKQI E. N. M.

Mi-M. E. Matthew, pharmacist at
the Highland pharmacy, returned yesterday after spending several weeks
visiting various Pacific coast points.

MMN Ambulance.

F. H. STRONG

OfOce bironK Block, Second

ami Copper.
Telcphoucs: OMos 75.

Funeral Director
and Embalmer
Lady Assistant

ASSMN
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LOCAL ITEMS OF INTEREST

Skating Rink
THE MOST
POPULAR
AMUSEMENT PLACE
IN THE CITY.

yon thnuld nut

tlphrM
CO.

The Best Moving Pictures

Illustrated Songs

The Best Singing
The Best Place to Spend
a Pleasant Evening.
Morning, Afternoon and
Evening Sessions.
Picture
Performance Beginning

Only One Moving

at 8:30.

iiiccast.

Washington Aug. It.- - Now Mealeu
and Arizona -- Local showers Wsdnes- day; fair la outb; showers in north
portion.
Insure In the 0vin ntui LI I
at
Freeh i ilnn nl Co
tin San J km Market.
Porn, to Mr and Mrs. Hoy F.
Brown, of 71 Bast irn avenue, a hoy.
Mrs J, Bayers lefl for Jemes Springs
yesterday morning fur a week's vacation.
why does Dehvney's Cafe sel the
Try then and you will
business?
know
Horn, to Mr. and Mrs. HairyNLath
rop. of ioi :t Forester avenue, an eight
pound girt,

Theater
Phone 471,

Change Pictures Tonight

25-3- 0

New Songs

J. G. GOULD, Tenor.

we sluill
a

CRYSTAL
20 to 26.

PROF. DUP0NT
Genius.

THE CHAMBERLAINS
s r amine Wall
net.
DM) .11 III III :s."

Their

PWWWtlag

Ill I Sit

ILL

and Songs
Monday and Thursday.

New Pictures

LEADING JEWELER.
Albuquerque.
in
mal

A.

SCHEELE

WHOLESALE

THE DIAMOND PALACE

Watch

Iiwih-- i

tu

Santa IV

l(.

H.

HARDWARE.

IMPLEMENTS AND FARM MACHINERY.
Albuquerque, N, M.

orders solicited,

Loudon's Jersey Farm
For PURE ICE CREAM
-

-

14Q2

-

Albuquerque Carriage
Company

w6

HARNESS
SADDLES

(...IP

First and Tijeras

UNIONS

Mi x I co.

Mrs. Nettle iVoecker, aged 3. passed
away yesterday afternoon al I o'clock
at her room at !in7 Knst Copper avenue, the causa of death being typhoid
fever. Mrs. Noecker, who conducted
a rooming house, loaves a little flve-v- i
son In this city and a mother,
sister and two brothers at Gutenberg,
Iowa
I'ndei laker Strong has wired
for instruí lions as to the disposition of
the remains.
Mrs. Lillian J BUTgeOS dl"d at 6
o'clock yesterday morning at her
rooms at 317 South Hroadway. after
a residence of some six Weeks In
rqUe, where she- came In search
nf Health. She was twenty-eigh- t
years
or age. Her husband was with be,
When death canta. Their home was In
Townley, Mo.
The funeral ainrlool
will be held this afternoon at I o'clock
from the undertaking
parlors of
french and Adams
Dr. CI H. Conner arrived home last
night from Kansas City and Klrks-villMu., al which latter place hi
attended the sessions of the American
Osteopathic ruraoclation, Be win open
hi office again this morning.
Mrs.
Connor and Mkw Raba Conner, who
are visiting the former's mother and
father in lllgglns, Texas, will arrive
home in a week Of so.
Commencing tonight, the Funesco
Trio, the famous Mexican acrobat and
tumblers, wlH begin a week's engagement at the Colombo theater. Tin
K iio se o an among the foremost con
tortlonkds hi tin- country and are well
worth seeing They showed here
weeks ago. while traveling with
the Carver show, and were the big
gest drawing card in that aggregation
They win remain at the Colombo untn
Sunduy ulght. There will ulo be an
entire change of moving pictures

CELEBRATE

Wholesalers of Everything
i;

l

M O

ALBUQUERQUE
I

S

HANAN SHOES
DOUGLAS SHOES
New toes are being added to
our regular stock and fully

guaranteed

FOR THE BOYS
We wish to announce the arrival of some Very Handsome
School Suits, Extra Pants as
well as shirts, shoes and wáists.
Call and See Us

S

SIMON STERN
The CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

SANTA ROSA
K i:

l

l

V

I

l

DH WITT T. COt'KTNF.V
CLAIRVOYANT AM) TRANCE.
MEDIUM
Hum moved hi- - Offices srid will from now on sen his friends and
clients at No 523 Copper ave. Mr. Courtney's well known powers
need no advertisement bs his wonderful gifts have been proven to
He gives advice upon all
the PKoI'LK ( iF Til K K .SOWN Woitl.l
Law, Marriage. Mining, Real Estate and, In fact
affairs of Life,
perta mint ió the isMira of Life.
sll mattr-TW.1012.
to II; 2 to 7 p.m.
Honrs:
A2 W. topper Ave.

Ive.

t

stock, $50,000, divided Into 10,000
shares of the par value of $5 each.
Will commence business with $2,000
of tlie stock sold. The Incorporators
are Littleton H. Oliver, C. E. Tucker,
Cynthia E. Tucker and Eva J. Caskey,
all of Roswell. Existence, twenty

BEAT THE WORLD

ui

-

e.

Organized Labor in Albuquerque Will

Beautiful Cantaloupes Being
Shipped From Valley Town at
Rate of Seventy-fiv- e
Ciatcs a

Mm Frank delighted another large
audience at the rink last ulght with
two illustrated songs, "The Girl You
Love" and "A JLong a the World
Poll Around." The moving picture
were very fine. The program
film
changed lad night and will he repeated tonight.
"How llrown Saw the
Baseball Game" i one of the best film
ever seen here.
The trouble that
Brown goes through In hi effort to
see an exhibition of the national gnmr,
as shown In the pictures, i a show in
Itself. Don't mlM s. ing Mrown or
yon will be missing something worth
"All
while.
Baba find the Forty
Thieves." although n fairy tory film,
was Intercntlr.g from aturt to finish.

Pears

dred persons gathering at the Camp
hell ranch, about a mil" from Helen,
where a general good time was enjoyed.
The melons have the Itocky
Ford variety beat a mile and there
no reason on earth why Albuquerque
and Vicinity should not lie raising just
such melons and shipping tin in cast
The "Helen cantaloupe" bids fair to
In ome the most famous in the coun- -

TRAVELING

The Mcintosh Mill and Elevator
company. Principal place of business,
Mcintosh, Torrance county. Agent, It.
It will pay you to visit our
Object, buildO. go per, of Mcintosh.
ing, buying, selling or operating elestore this week to see
vators or Hour mills; the buying or
our stock of
selling of fuel, Hour, grain and feed of
all kinds; operating Of power plants,
divided
etc. Capital stock, $10,000,
into 200 shares of thé par value of
$50 each. Existence, fifty years. Incorporators, Charles H. Myers, Sam
rafe. Barbee and Hull, Thomas
While. O. W, Dui r and 11. O. Super,
all of Mcintosh.
The Sun Publishing company. Principal place of business, TucuincnrL
Quay county. Agent, W. H. Hrynier
PRICES ARE NOW AT
n general
of Tucumcari. " object,
THEIR LOWEST
printing and publishing business, buy
sell and deal In all kinds of business,
dally and weekly newspaper, periodicals and stationery supplies, etc. Capital stock, $8,000, divided into eighty
shares of the par value of $100 each.
ALBUQUERQUE CASH
The corporation begins business with
$(,00 of the capital stock outstanding. Existence, fifty years. Incorporators, w. H, Brymer, 0. c. Hammons,
H. T. Hopkins, all of Tucumcari.
Amendment to Articles of IncorporaHOMER II. WAHI), Mgr.
tion.
315 Marble Ave.
An amendment to the articles of
Incorporation of the Raton Cement
Construction company, of Raton, has
been Bled with the territorial secreW0LKING & SON
tary, hanging the name of the corporation to the Raton Cement Block VEKMOTOU WINDMILLS, TANKS
AND
WKLI,
and Brick Manufacturing company.
DKII.LINU, DKIVINt
ANB

Peaches
Plums

Day,

Parade on Septem-

ber 7th; Program of Amuse-

GROCERY CO.

MEN TO SENATOR FINED FOR

ments Under Way.
Organized labor will celebrate Labor
In Albuquerque
''"V- September 7th
witli a big parade in the morning.
while plans arc under way for an
amusement program in the allernoon.
The arrangements for the parade have
by the
been practically completed
committee in charge and the following unions will Join the line headed by
the Duke City band:
Brewery Workers. Machinists, Mac- trlcal Workers, Ulackstnith, Cigar
Makers, Stonemasons,
llrick masons
Typographical union, Painters, Barbers, Carpenters.
A number
of business houses have
expressed a desire to clou- on Labor
day and It Is probable that there will
be a general observance of the

FREE!
With School Books and School

Slip- -

phi- -.

Bvery school child this
year who buys School
Hooks and School Supplies from us, will get a
handsome Pocket WebDictionary;
or
ster's
Companion
Scholars
More than that,
celeWC sell you the
brated Indian Chief Tablet for 6c. The largeBt
Pencil Tablet sold for a
nickel.

mm

I'liom

STHON'G'S
1104.

BOOK STOKE,
Next Door to P. O.

i

IF YOD ARE IN NFIED OK ANY
THINti DINTY IN THE GROCERY
IIXE YOU CAN ALWAYS FIND IT
CO.,
SOUTH
AT F. Q. PRATT
SECOND.

lit

FRUITS

yegra.

i

L ABQR

ev-er-

CHARLES ILFlLD CO.
LAS VEGAS

2

The Morning Journal kj in receipt
of a crate of the finest cantaloupes
On Monday morning, August 31, ever seen here,
raised around Helen
examination for entrance will be held and sent by Fleming and Campbell.
In the First. Second, Third and Fourth
who have organized g growers' league
ward school buildings for all pupils In Helen. The melons are some of
below the eighth grade. Eighth grade
them eight and ten inches In diameter
and High school examinations
will perfect and luscious and g delight to
take place at the Central school on the eye and the taste.
the same date. All examinations will
The Cantaloupe Crowers' bague, of
begin at !t o'clock.
It Is desirable which Mr. Campbell is president, are
thai all pupils who are uncertain now shipping seventy-liv- e
crates a day
about their olassilleatlon he present at and will keep up their lick until frost,
this time. On Tuesday morning fol- each crate containing from thirty-si- x
lowing school opens.
to llftyfour melons.
Last night at Helen "Cantaloupe
.N'ight" was celebrated, about oris hun-

Best"

"Our

Stoves, Tinware, Enameled Ironwaie; Iron Pipe, Pumps,
Valves, Fittings, Belting, Mine and Mill Supplies, etc.

-

iu connection
with our
Grocery
Department.

I

is

"The Fx'onomlst Windows."
The sidewalk In front of the Econ
omist has been crowded all afterno.on
and evening of yesterday by admiring
crowds. This enterprising store has
on display a beautiful assortment
of
the new millncry and the modified
Derectorie Gowns, besides many of
the late novelties so pleasing to the
feminine eye. ft the goods thus displayed are but a sample of what this
popular store Is to receive, the Albuquerque feminine will revel ' In all
that is new and beautiful.

Hubbs Laundry Co.

WHITNEY COMPANY

PHONE

In all colors and shapes, both
stiff and soft. Prices $3.00,
$4.00 and $5.00

1024 North Fourth Street.

-

ar-ol- d

Mail

KNOX HATS
STETSON HATS

D

FRESH MEATS

a very Clever work of art. The
petare program will be repeated tonight and Mrs. Frank will sing two
beautiful selected songs.
and

er

E V E R I T T

WAGONS,

are marvels of style and workmanship and our prces moderate

WE SOLICIT YOUlt PATRONAGE.
E. F.

-

-

head,-quart-

Musical

1

carry

LINK of

I

Novell

0
0

Albuquerque

From now on,

Hart Schaffner
& Marx

.

The Greai Mexican Acrobats
August 26
From the City of Mexico

AUG.

Our fall goods are rapidly coming in and being placed on sale.
Our new suits for. fall made by

The State
National Bank

i i

FONSECA TRIO

New Singer

I

.

F A L L
G

Our ambition is not
to do great things
In
finance,
but to
serve our patrons well. If
we have beenx of service to
you, keep your money with us, and
recommend us to your friends and
neighbors. We will take this as an
esteemed favor. If you have
not had an account with us,
start one now, add to It
regularly and grow
with the growing Hank.

Fresh home dream d spring chickens,
and spring ducks at the San Jose I
Market today.
Regular meeting of Navajo Tribe
clock,
R M tonight lit 1
Nil :. i
Red
hall.
of the Na
Henry Bertholdt tel
i tonal
.f St. Louis. attend.
Bs nk of !ommei
is hen on a short visit
Mrs. Alice Carpenter and daughter,
F. ( Buehl, if San Pedro, formerly Miss Mabel, of Memphis, Tenn., left
editor ( the Cerrillos Rustler, was yesterday morning for the east after
rday hi business.
hi re
visit with Mrs. Carpenter's brother,
V..
Mis- Plant, who has he, n n. m Carpenter, 1029 North Eighth
i in
seer, tar,
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Chariot B. Corbin, a young man 2!
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returned from n west, from tuberculosis. Relatives in Salem,
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era trip through Artsona and ('alitor Mass., have been notified of the death,
and the remains are being held pendilia.
a. Chartwli k. the well known shae ing advice from them,
David Weinman and daughter, Miss
man, arrived home yesterday from
this morning after
visit to the Salt I akes of Torranoi Annette, return
making an extended visit In the east.
county.
Mr. Weinman Visited New York and
The Ways!. le Inn i now selling tlck-- I
eastern markets and purchased
other
Single
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ots lit IS, 60 for
large stock of fall goods for the
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donnees KC erits.
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Miss U. B. Patten, who has been In
h
lehrlng, of ion
taking a course In embalm
the
South Third strei t, left last night for Ing, east
has received a diploma from tM
a two months' visit in San Bern irdlno
Cincinnati College of Embalming and
and Los Angele,
has enttred the employment of !'. If.
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R, JohnsOJl, holler Inspector of Itronfi the lOsal undertaker, us lady
We
Cons) lines with
the Hants
assistant.
In Los Angi les, was here yesRev, A. Decher. parish priest at
terday on a business trip.
aleta, spent yesterday in the city,
Mrs. l N. W ilson ami children re The feast of St. Augustine, patron
saint of the Pueblo Indians, will he
ce lebrated next Friday, In Isbta.
number of visitors are expected to
attend the festival,
Judge B, F. Adams, presiding ofWork is
ficer of the Mountalnalr Chautauqua,
returned to the city last night. Judge
WHITE WAGONS
Adams has successfully conducted the
first Chautauqua and is sure from
the omplete success of the tirst gath
ering that It will become an annual
melting of interest through out New
hi ns

COLOMBO

All Hebckuhs arc requested to meet
at Odd Fellows' hall at 2 o'clock this
afternoon to attend the funeral of Sister Hurgcss. By order of the Noble
Grand.
Mrs. W. V. Havens, wife of Rev,
w. w. Havens, superintendent of the
n
bague, leaves this morning for a visit with relatives in South
Dakota.
There will he a meeting of the.
Voung Men's Democratic club in their
club rooms over the San Jose restaurant, Thursday veiling, commencing
at 8 o'clock.
W. ('. Black, of Denver, superintendent of the Postal Telegraph and
Cable company, arrived In the city
yesterday and is inspecting the local
servios of ths company,
owen Dlned&lc has returned to At- hlquerque from Los Angeles, Cal.,
Where he has beet) since the llrst of
the years. Mrs. Dins dale will return
from the coast In a few weeks.
Placida Párela, the young man who
was stabbed by Cristobal Gafólo, Monday evening, was reported as resting
easy last night,
If complications do
not set in, Barcia will likely recover.
Civil Engineer WeydeU, who i.s at
present surveying a branch line from
Domingo statioii for the Santa Barbara Tie and Pole company, W09 III
the city on business matters yesterday.
Notice to Woodmen of America. The
funeral of the wife of Neighbor P. F.
Burgess Will be held from the French
anil Adams parlors at 3 p. in. Wednesday.
All neighbors are requested to
Anti-Saloo-

slTthe POSTAL TEt.E'inAPH
Ini your name nd addreaa and the
paper will be delivered by epeclal
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Our
Ambition

Miss Ella M. Hangs, for some time
a clerk In Mutson's stationery store,
left yesterday for her home in Eagle
Rock, Iowa, where she will remain indefinitely.

Resi- -

5u.

Falrtiiw and Santa
Barbara Cemeteries.

Supt.

AUGUST

turned lust night from a vacation
spent on the Pecos. Mrs. Wilson Is
the wife of Dr. D. N. Wilson.
J. A. Graham arrived last night
from Roswell tor a short business trip.
Mra. Jucob Yrisarri and children,
of Fifth street and Silver avenue, have
returned from u two months' visit to
Loü Angeles and Long Beach.
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MABEL M. FRANK
Diseases of the hair and Scalp,
Scalp Massage.
Shampooing.
Ladies and Gentlemen
7
Harm it Itldg Phone 570.
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October 7 Set Aside as Day for Kentucky Judge Resents AEVERY ONE IS TAT KING ABOUT
ttempt to Drive Him From OITK FLAT WOKK. IF YOU HAVE
Reunion of the Southwestern
NOT GIVEN US YOURS,
DO SO
Bench In Hargis Murder Trial, NOW. IMPEHIAL 'iAUNUUY. BACK.
Knights of the Gtip.
OF POSTOFFICE.
October 7th lias be ii set aside by
the exposition officers us the day for
Die reunion of southwestern Iravsltng
men and gnat preparations arc to
be made for a roval welcome for the
Knights of the Grip. The lust meeting here of southwestern
traveling
men was a big success and many of
those who attended have anxiously inquired as to arrangements for this
year. The unusually low rates which
will be In effect tor wie exposition
and the season lend themselves to the
success of Ibis year'H meeting.
H. H. Lester, of Albuquerque one oT
the best known of the traveling men
who make headquarters In Albuquerque, has been made chairman of the

I';.
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Jnurnul
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Jackson, Ky., Aug. 20. The most
sensational session of the Breathitt
circuit court held since Judge Carnes
was here with the troops at the trials
of the late Judge Jumes Hargis was
held today on the calling of the un.se
of Beach Hargis, for the murder of
his father, Judge Hargis. The court
room was packed with spectators.
Judge Adams overruled the motion
of the defendant requesting him to vacate the bench and ordered the clerk
to inter a fine of $20 each against
Senator w. o. Bradley, Judge w. B.
Red Wlna, J. J. Batch, Will A. Young
and T. T. ('nop. counsel for the defense, who filed the affidavit asking
him to vacate. Judge Adiims said
of the attorneys In preparing
Committee of arrangements for travel-inine affidavit and tiling It now is a conmen's day and is already forming tempt of court.
i
plans for the meeting.
He said he would discharge his duty
and refuse to vacate.
The Common wealth's attorney then
NEW CONCERNS FILE
moved for a change of venue.
Senator Bradley said the defendant
PAPERS AT SANTA FE
was unprepared to argue this motion
and the hearing was postponed until
The following new companies have Thursday.
filed articles of incorporation with the
territorial secretary at Santa Fe:
New Coastwise Scrvhv.
The ItlverNldc Sand and Cement
New Orleans, Aug. 2.r. In the next
Manufacturing company.
Principal thirty days the Texas City Steamship
place of business, Roswell, Chaves company, backed
by the interests
county. Agent, Littleton H. Oliver, of which have built the Atlanta, BirmObject, to own and deal In ingham & Atlanta railroad and whlfk
Itoswell.
sand, sillies, gypsum, piaster and elsy now control several steamship lines,
lands, locations and deposits within will probably establish a service bethe territory of New Mexico snd In tween New Orleans and New York in
Capital competition With the Southern Pacific.
other states and territories.
g

OUK WORK OP LAUNDEIlINtf
ON
SHIHf
LADIES' COLLAKS,
WAISTS,
AND
SKI HIS
IUC
SUITS IS UNSURPASSED.
IMPEHIAL LAUNDRY. BACK OF

OUR POLICY IS QUICK SALES
LET US
SMALL PROFITS.
snow YOU THAT WE CAN SAVE
YOU MONEY ON YOUR GROCER
IES. F. G. PRATT & CO., 214 S.
AND

SIX O.ND.

OUR ASSORTMENT OP CANNED
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES ARE A
SELECTED STOCK. COME IN AND
EXAMINE THEM. V. G. PRATT A
CO.

SECOND.

214 SOUTH

FEE'S GOOD ICE CREAM. AND
SODA.
WALTON
ICE CREAM
DRUG STORE.
AZTEC FUEL

CO.. MHiL, EAC-I'OKMOUNTAIN
WOOD
PINION FENCE HOSTS; GALLUP
LUMP COAL,
PER TON. BUY
NY OLD TIME. PHONE 251.
Y

ANI

.(

OUR DOMESTIC' FINlflH IS JUSTT
THE THING AND SATISFIES OUR
PATRONS. IF YOU WANT TO Hit
UP TO DATE II A V E YOUR LAUN.
DRY DONK BY THE IMPERIAL
LAUNDRY. BACK OF IMSTOFFICK.
WINDOW StiAHES
In stock and made to order, lowest
prices. Satisfaction guaranteed. Futridle Furniture Co.

FEE'S

ROOT

OF QUALITY.
STORE.

BEER,

THnV

WALTON'S

BEER

DRUG

